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Bump stated this morning that he ex-- j
pects to have an 83 per cent team this
year.
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CITY EDITION

NAIION'NICARAGUA 10 BE

announced

this laanuns that the plans tnat were
made last week to take the militia to
the Hot Springs and camp there forj
I'lu' iiiglu had been changed and that!
instead of staying out all night the'
men would march buck soon after snp-- j
per. This tramp will be taken tomor
row evening. The men will leave SENATOR SMOOT MAKES CAUSTIC SPEECH REGARDING
Camp McDonald late In the afternoon
and go to vbe Hot Springs where they
THE TARIFF BILL
will prepare their evening meal in

INFLUENCE

IS

IS GOING TO

jViaxim

PROTECTED

BY

Mrak Smith, O'Gorman and Stone ex
pressed approval of the general prin
ciples of the proposal.
Chairman Bacon of the foreign relations committee, who was strongly

ALLEGEDCROOKE
DENIED BY

to the original Nicaraguan
treaty, said he believed the new proposal by Secretary Bryan greatly
ENEMY.-R OAD
charrfsd the situation and entitled the
most
considerathe
careful
"to
treaty
tion."
AND
ANOTHER
ILFELD
PROVINCE, DISSATIS- SENATE
A
UNDER MAJORS
COMMITTEE FAVORS
The proposed treaty will be attack- "FORGERIES" ON BOOKS OF1 THE
BATTALIONS ASSAULT
FIED, SECEDES FROM THE
POLICY OF PATERNALISM FOR
ed in some quarters on the ground
UNION PACIFIC EXPLAINED
REPUBLICAN REGIME
that it would put a moral obligation
IMAGINARY FORCES
LITTLE COUNTRY
TO LOBBY COMMITTEE
on the United States to see that Nicatrue military style and later tramp
ragua refunds and repays her old
THE
IS THE
NATION FUKIEN
LATEST GET
SOLVED back to camp. This is" considered by WILL RUIN
WELL
PROBLEMS
IN
PAYMENT debts, even though the treaty does not WATSON
CANAL
UEGED
TO
ACT
the officers to be of more benefit than
make this country responsible fcr
out all night as the result of GOODS WILL COME IN FROM
THE WILL SUPPLY ITS QUOTA OF SOL- THIS GOVERNMENT IS TO BE GIV them. Whatever the actual result EPISTLES REGARDING CHASTEN.
KEEP MEN WELL staying
COMMANDERS
the tramp both ways in one day1 will
may be, the underlying purpose of the
OTHER
DIERS TO FIGHT YUAN SHI
COUNTRIES, SWAMPEN THE RIGHT TO BUILD COMUNDER COVER, AVOIDING POS1NG OF BEVERIDGE INTROstrengthen' tho men. On the return
administration in framing the agree
KAI'S FORCES
ING UNITED STATES
SIBLE LOSSES
adto
DUCED AS EVIDENCE
MERCIAL
DITCH
use
officers
the
the
plan
trip
ment with Nicaragua was to secure
vance sr,;1 rear guard formation and
the concession for a canal route, and
thir axne will be valuable experience BURTON
amendment "NEEDS
BEING
RAISED BOTH
ARMY
EXPECTS
TROUBLE BIG
COMING
"HIKE"
BIG
THE
GOOD
PARTIES FAVOR IT the extension of the Piatt
SPANKING"
for the raw
was merejy an incident, In the minds
On account of the bad weather yesof the negotiators.
0
WILL BE PEKING DISTRICT WILL SEND
that THINKS PROSPERITY
THE PLAN, IT APPEARS, WILL
TOMORROW AFTERNOON TROOP-- ' terday little of the real work
This was developed In the course of THIS IS THE WAY SCHWEDTMAN
was
of.
was
The
TROOPS
THROWN
DEMOIF
AGAINST
TH
AWAY
disposed
planned
a conversation between the president:
OF MANUFACTURES SIZED
MUSTER ENOUGH VOTES TO
ERS WILL MARCH TO THE HOT
regimental parade was practically givNORTHERN DISTRICTS
CRATIC ACT PASSES'
and the White House correspondents.
UP SITUATION
BECOME A LAW
SPRINGS TO CAMP
en up until the hour of the parade arIn the administration view the scope
rived, and then it was found possible
of the plan was not intended to be
Washington, July 21. iAikien provWashington, July 21. Asserting
Washington, July 21. Martin, EL
Washington, July 21. Strong
Today started strenuous field work to execute it. This parade proved to
laid down as a general policy for all
has
ince
from
a
seceded
that
the
Chinese
had
influenced
lobby
foreign
has developed In the senate for Central America, but the affairs of the Mulhall, former lobbyist for tha Naat Camp McDonald for the militiamen be excellently done. Tt was witnessed
the democrats in the framing of the republic, according to a dispatch to
tional Association of Manufacturers,
President Wilson's policy of protection
and by late this afternoon the soldiers by a large number of Las Vegas citi- Underwood-Simmon- s
jittl e republic are to be dealt with continued his
tariff bill, Sen- the state department toflay from Con- for
story today before tha
An
who had engaged in the maneuvers zens despite the bad weather. Colonel
informal
of
Nicaragua.
poll
separately as they may require atten- senate
ator Smott, republican member of the sul Fowler at Foo Chow. Fuklen
investigating committee. .
the committee on foreign relations to- tion. '
showed by their actions that they were Abbott also examined the camp durfinance committee, today delivered a borders on Klang and Kwank Tung,
A letter from Thomas Gibson,"" a
indicated that the treaty proposed
glad the exercises were over, at least ing the afternoon. "
The attitude of the administration, it New York financial
the two provinces which already have day
vigorous attack on the measure.
'writer, from
Tom Flores, a resident of Las Ve-- !
for one day.
He painted a picture of mills shut, thrown off allegiance to the Peking Saturday by Secretary Bryan will be was said, Is one of extreme friendliness whom David Lamar testified ha
a
got
,
....
was
a
endorsed
safe
with
the
of
votes
of
day
margin
The regular, program
'
and there is no disposition to force Information to base his
gas, yesterday atternoon iook a ing w down workmeii unempioyed, invest-Cam- government. ..
of an
charge
Into
come
the
senate
and
with
the
Tie
is
boyfc
this
unless
it
him
McDonald and carried with
followed,
morning.
on them any such plan
The legation at Peking reports that
or8 ruinftd and an era of genera fl- 182,000,000 forgery on tie books of
turned out at 5:40 o'clock, and began a gun, evidently wishing to put up a nancial depression as the result of the local government of Canton In backing of Influential members of both thorouehlv acceptable. The adminis the Union Pacific
railroad, Tras put
parties.
tration knows nothing of the attitudes in the records. Gibson Trrote lie did
their routine duties, which preceded military appearance. While at the the levelling of the tariff walls.
Kwang Tung province proposes to
It became known definitely today of the governments of Costa Rica and not
breakfast. At 9:45 o'clock the First camp he had a desire to display his
"There has been a lobby here in send 15,000 troops north within a
know Lamar; did) not know it
the proposal does not bind the Salvador, as no representations have was
that
P.
E.
of
Major
a
un
in
command
to
handle
and
began
battalion,
ability
a forgery and was Bending a rebehalf of foreign manufacturers," he week to engage the government
United States to any obligation for as yet been made.
traction to his subscribers.
Bujac, and the Second battalion, in flourishing the weapon. Captain Hun- charged, "such as was never berore forces. The provincial assembly has
"This is no dollar diplomacy, it Is
command of Major Ludwig Ilfeld, left ter, the officer of the day, at once witnessed in the history of the na- confirmed Chen Chieng Ming as milt the outstanding debts of Nicaragua.
Paul D. Cravath, counsel for the
The rehabilitation of the republic's
of
the camp to work out a number of placed Flores under arrest. Flores tion.
good sense," said Senator Lodge, in railroads, but In a letter from a firm
Kwang Tung prov
tary governor
Is expected to come about
maneuver problems. The first batta- wife, hearing that her spouse had
of publio accountants explaining the
general support of the plan.
"The Italian, chamber of commerce ince and appointed him commander- - finances
the
through
stability that would be
and
river
once
Gallinas
been
of the army which Is to proSenator Borah, also a member of the apparent discrepancies.
lion advanced to the
of New York asked for certain reduccaptured by the soldiers, at
given to future operations through fhe foreign relations committee, attacked
Schwedtman wrote Mulhali in Ocfrom there began the task of routing made a trip to the camp and visited tions and the democrats in every ense ceed against the northern forces.
to be exercised by the Uni- the
control
tober:
of the plan.
an imaginary enemy located at the the officers to plead for her husband. have given more than was asked."
policy
ted States. Nicaragua- - would agree to "This means the going up of the
"I do hope that when James E.
Agua Pura reservoir, near the asylum. Flores, after being reprimanded sev- i The senator assailed the increases
no debts In excess of her cur- American
make
The battalion was forced to advance erely for his actions, was released. He in the free list, especially with refflag all the way to the Pan Watson (of Indiana) gets in the govTEXAS LAWMAKERS MEET
rent resources, and the United States ama canal," he declared In a state ernor's chair he will lay a dozen of
on the enemy with caution, as the went home with his faithful wife. The erence to sugar, wool, pig iron and
21. The Texas would be given the right to intervene ment.
Jv.ty
Texas,
Austin,
level
a
on
officers
exam"It is the beginning of that his friends (?) on his knee and spank
an
this
be
is
textiles. He charged that the sugar
may
say
practically
country there
convex.' .fr'v Vjitr'-IMiJij-n
villi, troops at any., time to insure policy whoso irrefutable, logicjs.. com- them to beat the birid, Including your
people.
below the hill on which the dam is ple for some
Everybody of Hawaii and Porto Rico "would be legislature
or to pro
located. By working out a plan to should understand before visiting the ruined with consequent benefits to today to take up a number of matters Nicaraguan independence
plete dominance, and control and own- special friend, Senator Beveridge. I
over from the regular tect life and
left
were
that
Nicaragua
property.
the
no
march
to
rush
the
have
a
that
that
dam
and
to
the
camp
sugar trust,
tbey
by
ership by the United States from here hate false friends more than I do fie
authority
get
be there unless their behavior Is good. China, with its great steel plants, session. Governor Colquitt Las sub- would agree to make, no foreign trea to the Panama canal. It Is not exactly worst enemy."
soldiers finally captured the hill:
which would threaten her inde in accord with either the contemplaA Mulhall expense account date;!
Those officers who handled this Flores might have received a jail would capture the steei business of mitted three subjects for the consider- ties
One is the pendence, and the United States would tions of those who formed the repub October 31, 1908, showed an item of
ation of the lawmakers.
maneuver stated that had the enemy sentence had the officers seen fit to the western hemisphere,
"All the world
knows how this making of the biennial appropriations pay Nicaragua $3,000,000 for an exclu lie or our own present professions of $300 "paid to William M. Walsh of
been, composed of real riflemen the to give It to him.
the legislative board of the Tenth.
as
a result of the for the maintenance of the state gov sive right to build a canal route and what it ought to be."
suffered
were
attackers
services
held
men
the
Religious
yester- country
total loss of
by
the. enactment of for a naval base in the Bay of
Eleventh and Fifteenth congressional
would have been small, as by taking day by the chaplain, Captain H. M. Wilson tariff law in 1896," he con- ernment; another,
IN SIXTH NEW JERSEY DISTRICT districts of Pennsylvania to do gentinued, "but theaverage of duty is a law putting into effect the amendadvantage of the small projection on Shields.
.United
the
"The
2 per cent lower than was the ment to the federal constitution pro- control
by
over
A
proposed
of
maneuversu
militiamen
the
program
Haekensack, N. J., July 21 The eral campaign workmilitary
the side of the hill
of
election
over
financial
of
States
the
United
the
for
operations
"I think we made a friend of Senunder the last democratic tariff, viding
involving attacking and advancing
campaign in the Sixth congressional
were able to keep well under cover.
senators by direct vote of the Nicaragua is virtually enforcement of district of New Jersey closed today, ator Dolllver, and he made me promise
The second battalion started from er open ground, to be worked out by; when the business of the nation was States
the passage of the Monroe doetrein in advance," said preparatory to tomorrow's election of to call on him when we come to
the river and worked past the Santa the regiment, rifle team practice and paralyzed and three million people people, and the third
to
the
law governing one member of the senate foreign re- a successor to the late Representative Washington," Schwedtman wrote Mulan
were
out
of
thrown
amendment
employment.'
Fe hospital to a hill north of the other activities, will govern the camp
of the state peniten- lations committee today.
the
operations
with
the
The contest is at- hall, December 1, 1908.
the
was
tomorrow,
also
of
Lewis J. Martin.
exception
camp. This battalion
Senators
Sutherland, tracting wide attention from the fact
Hitchcock,
tiary system.
(Continued on Page Five)
Blacklist Is Presented
In getting the advantage of march to the Hot Springs. The men
are looking forwar dto this trip with
that It is regarded as the first real
the enemy.
A long "blacklist" of congressmen,
'
test of public sentiment on the demo- republicans and democrats, who inThe men take an interest in this Interest, and no doubt it will be of
to
benefit
them.
great
of
this
cratic administration and the tariff curred the enmity of the National As
each
and
day problems
work,
On Thursday the St. Louis Moving
measure since President Wilson took sociation
kind will be given the officers to be
of Manufacturers
and
Picture
will
visit
the
company
camp.
office and the democrats came into were opposed when
warfare.
in
real
worked out as
they came tip for
TO
control of both houses of congress last
Those who are trying out for the Colonel Abbott today received a comwas presented by Mulhall.
Alin
munication
the
from
company
March.
rifle team this morning started pracWilliam Hughes, New Jersey, now
WITHIN
Normally the district is strongly senator; William B. Wilson of Penntice on the range under the instruc- buquerque stating that Its squad would
democratic. The late Representative sylvania, now secretary of labor; Thotion of Lieutenant Bump of the Uni- arrive here for Thursday's program
Martin, democrat, was elected last No- mas D. Nichols of the Tenth Pennted States army. The work accom- and might make arrangements to be
on the camp grounds Wednesday to
re- unable to get a comparative' view of ened to attack that port and already vember by a plurality of nearly 7,000
21
Mexico
New
the
that
showed
Alarming
Washington, July
plished
sylvania, G. Albert Pearre of the Sixth
in the whole country, have occupied a few American-owne- d
votes over his republican and pro- Maryland, and John I. Burnett of tha
riflemen will be in good condition stage a short scenario.
ports of approaching crisis in Mexico the situation
their judgment being affecled by pure- plantations near the city, is being con- gressive opponents. He receved 15,21 G Seventh Alabama, were described by
when they take the trip to Camp Perhave been received here by high govceris
sidered, but no request has yet been votes, which was almost equal to the Mulhall as being on the "permanent
ly local events.
Lieutenant
Bump
this
year.
ry
TO SPUE COUNTRY CHURCH
ernment officials. It was authoritaMexican capital come re- made to the navy department for ad- votes east for both of the other
From
the
tain that the team will do credit to
21.:
black list," because they were always
Kas
Many
Manhattan,
July
on unimpeachable
ports that have turned every engage- ditional warcraft in the Gulf of
the New Mexico National Guard. rural pastors, educators and others tively stated today
in favor of labor legislation.
The candidates who will be. voted; "Against all the men we made evThose who are competing for the team assembled at the State Agricultural authority that the developments of the ment into a federal victory, and so
for tomorrow are: Archibald C. Hart,
this year are as follows: Color Ser- college here today to discuss the im coining two weeks aro regarded as far the administration has heard abery effort to drive them from publio
a
Wins
Orozco
tremendous
with
the
importance
Victory.
and
Loveless
except
through
fraught
democrat; Steven W. McClave, repub-- life," said Mulhall.
solutely
nothing
geants, Feemster,
portant problem of the country church
El Paso, Tex., July 21. Federal
lican; Herbert N. Bailey, progressive,! On another list Irvine L. Lenroot
Lieutenant M. G. Brown, Captain and its future. It is dec ared there to the Huerta government. So deli press reports from the constitutionalstate
j
Chihuahua
to
intimaan
from
Juarez
case.
to
that
Lieuinformation
the
led
is
This
and
cate
has
of
First
the
side
ists'
Henry M. Dutt, prohibitionist,
are : upward of 1,000 county
Grennan, Sergeant White,
and Henry A. Cooper of Wisconsin;
fedtenant Coll, Corporal Warnock, Pri- churches in Kansas abandoned and tion of the advices became known to- an intimation that information of re- that Pascual Orozco's force of
P. Gardner, Massachusetts:
Augustus
source eral irregular troops, repairing the
KIDNAPED HIS SON
vate Corey, "Private McCaw, Corporal deserted because of lack of interest day only with the stipulation that it liable character from that
Victor
Murdock,
'
Kansas; James T.
from
Chihuahua
railroad north of
Albuquerque, N. M., July 21. Walt- McDermott, Illinois;
Highsmith, Private Joe Sap. Private in church work. The problem is one was unofficial and that it should not would be welcomed by the administraChamp Clart,
encountered an defeated Man- er Graham was arrested last night by
J. Stehr, Private N. Poland, Private that is common to all of the middle be reported as being the view of any tion. At the request of Secretary BryN. Hansen of
Gilbert
and
Missouri;
Chiof
south
Captain Pat O'Grady on a warrant Iowa were described a3 "Cannon's
T. Plunkett, Corporal C. Kelly, Cor- western states.
The automobile is official of ihe United States govern- an, Surgeon General Blue, of the pub-li- uel Chao's rebel band
90.
the
In
kidna-pinhuahua
his
son,
Saturday, killing
charging him with
health department, has ordered
poral E. Ortega, Sergeant A. D. Mon-toy- declared to be chiefly responsible for ment.
list" and were in disfavor with th
75 rebels were killFirst Lieutenant J. D. Powers, the decline of the church in the small Authoritative publication of the na- quarantine officers at Havana and Key first engagement to the attack and Harry, 12 years old. The warrant organization, Mulhall swore, beeausa
returned
Mrs.
of
ed.
was issued at the request
They
Quartermaster Sergeant E. C. Thorn-hill- , community. Owing to the coming of ture of the advices, it was said, prob West to expedite the passage of Am
of their opposition to Speaker Cannon.
lost 15 more.
Lucy Graham.
Sergeant J. f. Thornhill, Ser- the motor car to the farm, distance ably would precipitate the very- crisis bassador Wilson.
and
Mrs. Graham, It was reported to the On another list were "Morese
The suggestion from Consul Lespi-nassgeant I Lujan, Sergeant Joe Adding-ton- , has become such a small factor that the dispatches forecast. The means
I
May
Wisconsin,"
Protected.
Nelson,
Harry
had
Americans
Want
police last Wednesday night,
at Frontera, Tabasco, that a
Sergeant Joe Beasley, Sergeant E. the farmer who owns a machine is by which the predicted events were
Mexico City, July 21. The
taken Doison at the Paris hotel, 315 nard Of Virginia and Loudensllnger of
L. Kohl, Second Lieutenant John Ty- tempted to leave the little church to be brought to pass or what was to United States gunboat there would
x
i
embassy, acting under instruc-lintic- - South First street. Dr, h. C. Rice, Georgia.
son, Corporal Fred .Crosby, Private in the country and take his family follow were not hinted at in the re- quiet, fears of Americans who are ap- fndflv made
!mfom
two
Wasliina'fnn
frriin
November
14,
1908,
was
days
called
the
who
by
in
of
city physician,
worship
John Maxwell, Private J. A. Sayler, to the larger house
pot ts, which so far have found no rerepresentations to the Mexican for police, gave her an emetic. She de- election, Mulhall wrote Schwetiunpn;
Captain Blumlein, Corporal H. Miller, town, where he will hear a pipe or- flection in the military or naval pre"Following Is a list of congre"!iPp
eign office relative to the danger In nied afterward that she had taken
Corporal C. Billingsby, First Sergeant gan and a better choir, and where parations by the United States.
in the
Americans
I would advise having Mr, Vt.tt
a
of
number
which
that
a
more
little
comfortare
any
poison.
Charles Bieler, Lieutenant Guy Reed, the pews
is
Meanwhile the-- administration
Chinfu-hof
state
in
of
town
the
send telegrams
Cleve
last
Madera,
who, I r
the
Graham told
police
TODAY IN CONGRESS
Sergeant Major Dean Smith, .Lieuten-- i able. As a result, ..many rural
marking time on the Mexican problem,'
were placed. The embassy that Mrs. Graham had gem? to r.elon, rn-- c, will bo rkored ai 1
i
huahua,
and
the
dwindled
have
ant
Lieutenant West.
McHughes,
pending the arrival of Ambassador
the dispatch of troops for their leaving their two children, Harry and neen our .friends ia the past." 1 .!
urged
been
deserted.
'
have
churches
Quartermaster Sergeant Fredericks.
Wilson from Mexico City, which is exiivhidnl d'ermin, C.n
a baby. The baby died. Mrs. ;i ,
protection.
Corporal Foswork, Private Spencer,
pected by Thursday or Friday.
rc-ihJuly 21. Senate: Met
Ti '
I
the bafy
learned
when
Washington,
th;it
she
ham,
and Captain Dean.
President Wilson finds himself In at noon and resumed debate on tariff
WOULD SUCCEED SELF
d
'
Wilson Is Delayed
a
Knife
V
borrowed
ie
F("
had
been
buried,
All of these men did not turn out
Trenton, N. J., Ju)y 21. Governor the same state of doubt as to actual hill.
Havana, July 21 The arrival o! from Fred Crollott, but when she i't- - fer. Longvorth, Mt
H
this morning for practice for various Fielder today filed with, the secretary conditions in the rebellion torn re
r m
Senator Burton attacked advalorem Henry Lane Wilson, United States tempted to strike hei rvtf h grabbed Mann, Moon "u reasons, but, the entire squad will prac- of state nomination petitions placing public as he did when, in the hope of rates on tariff.
ambassador to Mexico, was t.waitedi her arm.
Rainey nnd nbr t P n
tice each day until Wednesday when himself before the peop'ie at the Sep- getting at the facts, he summoned the
investigating committee re- at sunrise today, but the steamer
Mrs. Graham has the boy at the
On Novo Id i
Lobby
the first grading exercises will start. tember primary as a candidate for ambassador to the capital. He realiz sume
Mexico was delayed on its voyage Farl hotel, according
to Captain
hearing of Martin Mulhall.
to M'Jlluul:
on
The mpn will shoot
the
yard the democratic nomination for
es that even the Americans scattered
House: Not to session; meets at from Vera Cruz and is not expected O'Grady, who interviewed her after
I
"So
far c liu"
Lieutenant
range on Wednesday.
' throughout, Mexico, individually are noon Tuesday.
until late this afternoon ,
Taft, Mr. si i m
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TWO

SANTA FE COUNTY BIG INCREASE IN

IAD

AUTO LICENSES

BONDS

lands.
THE NEW
AS FIVE WEEKS UNDER
The Japanese woman, compared to
LAW SHOWS 422 TAGS GIVEN
a
her sisters abroad, has occupied
TO MOTOR DRIVERS
modest place In the life of the em
pire and has been held greatly in sub
Santa Fe, N. M., July 21. With the
Santa Fe, N. M., July 21. As projection. But advanced opinion agrees
vided for In the constitution, the state idea of enlisting the support of all that the Japanese woman is entitled
treasurer and the Btate auditor have mayors and city marshals in the cities to greater freedom and wider intelleclaast week issued $448,458.37 in Series and towns of New Mexico, in the en- tual activities than hitherto has been
B bonds, and this amount of the out- forcement of the new automobile law, allowed her.
A cry for "emancipation of women"
standing bonds of Santa Fe county which law makes it the duty of the
have been redeemed and the new police officers of the state to enofrce from "domestic slavery" is being rais
the law, Secretary of State Antonio
Series B bonds issued therefor.
ed by a number of educated girls,
has addressed a letter to every who call themselves "Blue Stockings."
The constitution provides that the
new state assumes the debts of the mayor and city marshal in the Btate.
These "new women" do not clearly
The letter has undoubtedly had concounties and that Series B bonds
specifiy what they wish to accomplish,
should be issued to pay these county siderable effect, although the new law but in a general way they defy the old
debts. It also provided that the bonds In Itself seemed to prove a much more order of
laid down for the fe

STATE ISSUES NEW SERIES
PROVIDED IN THE FIRST

Lu-cer- o

acceptable measure to the auto owners than the old one, for from June 12
the date the new law went into effect
until this morning, about five weeks
time, the number of licenses issued
has jumped from 1,080 to 1,502. In
other words from October 1, 1912, to
June 12, 1913, eight and a half months,
there were 1,080 licenses issued at the
flat rate of $11. In five weeks under
the new law with means provided for
B bond Issue.
The bonds were held by the follow- enforcing it, which was lacking hereing persons and firms In the follow- tofore, and also providing a graduated
ing amounts, and the list mentioned scale of license fees according to the
below now holds the new Series B horsepower of the machine, 422 licen
bonds instead of the bonds of Santa ses were Issued.
Water Application Filed
Fe county.
Water
Neb.,
application No. 789 has been
National
Lincoln,
bank,
City
filed by A. Barney, of Hagerman, N.
$171,323.42.
M.,'who asks permission to appropriate
Santa Fe,
Paul Wunschmann,
by pumping from the Pecos river, 1.1.1
second feet of water from March 31
Catron and Catron, Santa Fe,
to September 15. He will Irrigate 80
acres with it.
Frank Lavan, Santa Fe. $518.02.
Violated Parole
T. W, Hanna, Santa Fe, $4,977.15.
Abel Molino, out on parole from the
ctate National bank, Albuquerque,
state penitentiary, violated his word
H70.24.
at
Old Albuquerque the other night
$18,-Santa Fe,
Arthur Seligman,
-when he got mixed up in a saloon
:
!t.
""'11 Splegelberg,
Santa Fe, $8,- - brawl, and as a result he was brought
back to the states' prison this morn
AS'
"' st National bank, Cimarron, $!, ing where he will serve about six
months more.
149.48.
Committee to Investigate
R. C. Gortner, Santa Fe, $1,028,15.
Kansas
Judge W. H. Pope, of the federal disSecurity National bank,
trict court, has named E. R. Wright,
$:i7,777.50.
Lorin C. Collins and E. P. Bavies,
If. H. Hanna, Santa Fe, $4,194.03.
members of the local bar, as a comS. Spitz, Santa Fe, $25,282.62.
and Ried, New mittee to investigate the alleged tarn
Caldwell Masslich
YorV City, $93,620.85.
pering with the envelopes submitted by
Arthur Seligman, Santa Fe. $469.70. Marron and Wood for the plaintiff In
Arthur Seligman (fractional), Santa the case of Florence Lillian Garcia vs
Petra Garcia.
The committee met
Fe. S264.99.
,
Esther bonds of Series B will be is-- this morning and took testimony from
of a number of the attorneys in the case
to, redeem the indebtedness
Hie other counties of the state valid and others, and this afternoon met in
F.nd outstanding of June 20, 1910, just executive session to consider their
as soon as the proper officers can get
around to it.
SWEETEST THING IN THE WORLD
is a baby, yet how many women are
PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS
denied this Messing because of some
Your druggists will refund money
ailment which may be curif PAZO OINTMENT fails to cure any physical
able.
been said that hundreds
It
has
case of itching, blind, bleeding or proa
of children owe their existence to
truding piles In 6 to 14 days. Adv.
ComE. Pinkham's Vegetable
pound, which we believe has brought
FORESTRY CONFERENCE
health and happiness to more women
Stinapee, N. H., July 21. Arrange in this fair land of ours than
any
meats have been completed for vthe
oi her remedy.
annual forestry conference held here
under the auspices of the Society for
ERIE
the Protection of New Hampshire for GRAND CIRCUIT NAGS AT FT.
N. Y, July 21. The grand
Buffalo,
ests. The sessions will begin tomorover the
row and continue
until Thursday. circuit horses will parade
Fort Erie track) across the Niagara
inwho
those
have
Among
accepted
to the
vitations to address the conference river this week, and sport up
the
set
line
standard
by
big
perform
are Secretary of War Garrison, if his
and Pittsburgh is
official duties at Washington permit; ers at Cleveland
to the Canadian rac
Owing
promised.
Henry S. Graves, chief of the United
the meeting cannot
States forest service; William L. Hall,
whole week, and
the
extend
through
assistant forester, and Dr. George Otis
will be confined to four days. NeverSmith, director of the United States
theless, the stake program is a gengeological survey.
erous one, as shown by the following
list:
The King George V., for 2:16 class
The agonizing discomfort and sense
of suffocation that accompany hay trotters, $10,000; the Dominion of Canfever and asthma may be greatly al- ada for 2:12 class trotters, $3,000; the
leviated by the use of Foley's Honey
and Tar Compound. It has soothing Queen City, for 2:08 class trotters.
erf,,r.f (,n the mucus linings, and re- $2,000; the Fort Erie, for 2:11 class
lieves the gasping and tickling
pacers, $5,000; the Ontario, for 2:18
in the throat and bronchial class
pacers, $2,000; the Premier1, for
tuhes O. O. Schaefer and Red Cross
2:05 class pacers, $2,000.
Adv.
Store.
Drug

issued by Grant and Santa Fe cbuntles
which were validated by act of congress, January 16, 18D7, should be
redeemed by the Series B bonds.
The transaction which has kept the
two officers concerned busy all last
week, consisted of issuing Series B
bonds in transfer for the bonds outstanding of Santa Fe county, not
specifically provided for by the Series

CI-;'-

,

'

fi

Ly-di-

sen-Ratio-n

There Is more Catarrh in this section of the country than all other discuses put together, and until tha last
few years was supposed to be Incurable. For a great many years doctors
pronounced It a local disease and pre
scribed local remedies, and by constantly fjij! n to cure with local treat
ment ;i
It Incurable. Scloven Catarrh to be a con- ent p h:i
sfjtMtsnt
disease, and therefore
constitutional treatment. Hall's
Caiarrh Cure, manufactured by F. J.
Cheney and Co., Toledo, Ohio, is the
only constitutional cure on the market. It is taken internally in doses
from 10 drops to a teaspooHful.
It
Rots directly on the blood and mucous
surfaces of the system. They offer
one hundred dollars for any case It
fails to cure. Send for circulars and
testimonials.
Address: F. J. CHENEY & CO., To,

ledo, O '
Sold !y tfmerlsts. 75c.
T:il'e Hull Family Pills for cons;:
I'ufjf.Ti. Adv.

OBEY THAT IMPULSE
Instead of the daily torment of
weak back, backache, sore kidneys,
swollen joints and rheumatism, obey
that imulse to take Foley Kidney Pills.
with nature, which
They
accounts for their success in all kidney and bladder disorders. They are
healing,
strengthening and tonic.
and give
Obey that impulse today
them a chance to help your. O. G.
Schaefer' and Red Cross Drug Store.
-- Adv.
MISSISSIPPI MILITIA IN CAMP
Eiloxi, Miss., Jul y21. The annual
encampment of the Mississippi national guard was opened here today, with
Adjutant General Fridge in charge.
Governors Hall of Louisiana and
O'Neal of Alabama are expected to

attend tomorrow. In order to add interest to the encampment the government ct Washington has permitted the
presence of two revenue cutters.

21, 1913.

hospital accommodation in England
and comparing unfavorably the vo'iun- tary system in vogue here with the
system in America and Canada, where
all hohpitals accept paying patients.
Throughout the United Kingdom the
hospitals accept no pay from their
patients, with the result that they
are crowded with thqse who cannot
afford to pay, and in many cases are
partially closed because me lack of
funds will not allow all the beds to
be occupied, while people who could
afford to pay something nave to go
to nursing homes, which are in most
cases very expensive, or be nursed
at home. The result, according to
doctors with large practices, is that
only the very poor or the very rich
get proper medical attention.

FOREIGN NEWS NOTES
Tokio, July 21 The "New Woman"
question has come to the fore in Japan
just as it has in the Occident and-haaroused almost as much attention as
the woman, rights problem in foreign

ISSUED

SOLD

JULY

things
They have their own pub
lications and occasionally
arrange
public meetings for the propagation
of their ideas. They have a club of
their own, and gather for nightly woman's rights discussions.
However, these are the extremists.
Their utterances and their mode of
iife have shocked conservative Japan.
In fact, some of them have been so
radical In their action that the auth
orities have invoked the law to restrain them. Recently a number of
magazines for women were suspended
on the ground that they were "injurious to society."
Dr. Okuda, minister of education, is
of the opinion that the discussion of
the woman's rights question may not
to the minds
of
be dangerous
women who are well educated and
have been well trained in mind, but
he added his view that " it will excite
injuriously the minds of ordinary
women, or in other words, will en
courage' vanity among them." He asserted that nine out of ten women
who discuss Buch a problem are the
victims of the "cruel influence of
male sex.

After the observance of the first an
niversary of the death of Emperor
Mutsuhito at the end of July, the
court will begin active preparation for
the coronation of the new emperor,
who! j8 now
quite well again after his
recent attack of pneumonia. The coronation will take place in the fall of
1914 and will be attended by great
splendor and magnificence. An Imperial commissioner will soon be apIt is likely that this office
pointed.
will bebestowed upon H. H. General
Prince Fushiml.
The date for coronation will be fixed and published with the signature
of the minister of the Imperial household and the ministers of state. At
the same time the emperor will announce the date at the imperial sanctuary and will send messengers to
the great shrine at Ise, to the mausoleum of the Emperor .Timmu, and the
mausolea of Emperors Mutsuhito and
Komei, , to proclaim the forthcoming
coronation.
One of the early preparations for
the coronation will be the planting
next spring of sacred rice to be used
during the, ceremonies. Already the
rearrangement and repairs of temples
and old palaces at. Kyoto, where the
coronation will take place, have been
commenced for the suitable reception
of the foreign envoys and special
Although the emigration of Japan
ese to the United States has been
practically stopped by what is known
as the "gentlemen's agreement," the
exodus of emigrants to South America
is Increasing. One of the principal
causes of this Is the establishment of
the Brazilian Colonization company by
Baron Shibusawa anI other prominent
Japanese for the leasing of lands In
Brazil. An agreement with the Brazilian government provides for the settlement of 2,000 Japanese families in
Brazil for the next four years, and a
start has been made In 'sending these
people across the Pacific. It is likely
that rice cultivation, will be the, chief
'
occupation.
The majority of the Japanese emigrants are In Hawaii and the United
States, with South America and Canada next. There are 600 Japanese
working in the rubber plantations in
Malay peninsula. Already there are
8,000 Japanese, laborers in Brazil, enof coffee,
gaged in the cultivation
about 1.000 in Peru in the cultivation
of potatoes, 1,000 in Mexico in mining
and 2,000 in Australia, 'official figures place the number of Japanese
in the Philippine Islands at 3,000.
chiefly engaged in the production of
flax and potatoes, while there are 50ft
employed in phosphorous mining in
the Island of Guam, which belongs to
the United States.

NEW ARRIVALS IN BOY'S
WAISTS

palace at The Hague nine beautiful
pictures of flowers and birds, elaborately worked upon silk tapestry. In
We have just received an excellent variety of new
these pictures are depicted, n artistic
'
variety and arrangement, such bloompatterns in boy's waists.
ing trees asthe cherry, purple magnolia, paulownia, wisteria and azalia,
These come in both light and dark patterns and plain
and flowers such as the lily, peony,
marigold and dandelion, together with
white, are made from a variety of good fabrics, are
peacocks, pheasants, pigeons, sparperfect fitting and very serviceable.
rows and swallows.
Of the nine pic15
measure
two
tures the
principal
by 16 feet and represent a majestic
peacock strutting under beautiful cherry blossoms. These tapestries were
One of the possibilities of the redesigned by Hobun KikuchI, a famous
Japanese artist, and their manufacture turn of the liberals to power in Auswas started in November, 1909, and tralia, where they secured a majority
make these garments extremely popular with boys of
of one over the labor party in the
has only Just been finished.
lower house, is that the plan for the
all ages for in these they get the maximum of comfort
Japanese inventors have made a new capitol at Canberra may be alsuccessful wireless telephone appara- tered. The design was opposed by
tus. Instruments were installed
on the liberals when In opposition, and
board a ship and at two points in the the architects of Sydney have mecity of Yokohama. After a series of morialized the new premier to set it
experiments it was found that conver- aside. Of course the liberals are not
sation wa3 clearly audible at a dis- yet firmly established In office, lor
tance of 20 knots out to sea, and short they have to appoint a speaker, which
would leave them with exactly the
message were exchanged even at a
Laa VarfLeadinf Store
distance of 60 knots. After a few more same strength on the floor of the
house
as
that
of
the
who
h'borites,
experiments the department of com- also
have a majority in tne upper
munications will open the new system
house.
It was for this reason that
for the use of the general public.
Mr. McMillan, a member of the senate, was appointed minister of deEafe&lidied 1862
South chdePkja.
London, July 21. If all men were
fense, as it will be his duty to attend
perfectly honest schemes like the
liberal government insurance act the proposed naval conrerence at Vancouver, where the future naval policy
might be ideal schemes. But the few of the
dominions, having a frontier bus that could Tiave easily been saved day was called for an elimination
in
been
which tais act has
months
on the Pacific, will be decided. The had the proper medicine been at hand. round of 18 holes, medal play, the
in operation have shown, that many
will also continue the pref- Then think of the suffering that must first 64 to continue at medal
play
Englishmen cannot resist temptation. ministry
be endured until medicine can be ob- tomorrow morning,' to qualify 32 for
The amount of feigned illness among erential negotiations with Canada.
tained. The safe way Is to keep at match play. The entry list, while
the insured is becoming a great scanSince the extension or compulsory hand a bottle of Chamberlain's Colic, not so large as at some of the fordal. In this respect Great Britain is
service to
there Cholera and Diarrhoea Remdy. It has mer tournaments of the Western asrepeating the experience of Germany, military
has
been
a
emi- never been known to fall and has un- sociation, is of a class that
marked
to
tendency
which furnished the model for the
promises
the more intelligent doubtedly saved the lives of many keen and interesting competitions. '
Lloyd George bill. The Germans have gration among
Invented a new word for the illness Jews and Christians of Jerusalem, a cople. Buy it now. It only costs a
For sale by all dealers.
of the government insured, and some tendency which was further accentu- quarter.
His Indigestion Cured at Last
similar word' will be needed In Tng-lan- ated by the abuses of the tax collect- Adv.
After spending hundreds of dollars'
or, and the encouraging reports resoon.
for medicine and treatment for indifrom friends and relatives alTENNIS CHAMPIONSHIPS
Some employers who pay small ceived
gestion and constipation with only
settled in America, according
Omaha, Neb., July 21. rlay in the temporary relief, C. H.
wages find that the number of em- ready
Hines, of Whitto ihe report of the British consul fourth annual tournament for the
ployes absent from work on account
low, Ark., was permanently cured by
of alleged illness is from twice to stationed there. The population of clay court tennis championship of the Chamberlain's Tablets. For
sale by
ten times the number under former Jerusalem, according to this report, United States began today on the all dealers. Adv.
is
0
to
of
composed
50,000
roughly
courts
of the Omaha Field club. Some
conditions, before workmen and womJews, 13,000 Christians, and 12,000 of the foremost racquet wielders of
en were assured of ten shillings a
Moslems. The British community, the
country are taking part. The IDLE WEEK FOR THE FIGHTERS
week whenever they laia off. The
largely a missionary one, comprises week's card includes the championNew York, July 21 The dullest
enordoctors agree that there is an
mous amount of milingering, but about 350 persons. Owing to the ships in men's singles, men's doubles week the fight game has known in
have not yet discovered any cure. war and consequent failing off in the and men's consolation singles and years is in prospect! From one end
and tourist traffic on which men's consolation doubles.
of the country to the other there is
Many people consider that a week of pilgrim
Jerusalem
mainly depends, business
not a fight of any consequence cardlieaure with an Tncome of ten shilwas unusually slack and great dised
for the ensuing seven days. EviWhen
out
feel
sorts
of
and
a
is
you
When
lazy,
lings
justifiable holiday.
the official doctor asserts that they tress prevailed, aggravated for some yawn a good deal in the daytime, you dently the promoters think the weathcan
are not ill they begin to denounce the time by a financial crisis brought has charge ittheto a torpidto liver which er too hot for a profitable show, or
allowed
system
get full of
a
about
of
small
coin
by
importglut
the knights of the squarred
act as a fraud, and makt political capimpurities. HERBINE cures all dis- perhaps
ed
native
from
by
speculators
Tripoli
ital out of it. Conservative newspaorders produced by an Inactive liver. circle are all on their summer vacaand Macedonia.
The enormous cost It strengthens that organ, cleanses tions. All the fight clubs in the mepers are only too willing to print
of
is
also
maintained.
the bowels and puts the system in tropolis have closed their doors and
living
complaints from the insured that the
The principal streets and the tem- good healthy condition. Price 60c. will not resume business until about
insurance act is a failure.
Sold by Central Drug Co. Adv.
Labor day. The Atlantic A. A., where
Fourteen million people are now ple area have been lighted and praiseare being made to imthe fight fans may enjoy their favorpaying their weekly contributions, worthy efforts
the condition ot the public
FOR AMATEUR GOLF TITLE
ite sport and the cool breezes of Rock-awa- y
"licking stamps," the government's prove,
thoroughfares.
beach at the same time, affords
Chicago, July 21 The fifteenth anopponents say derisively. Undoubtednual tournament for the amateur the only oasis in the barren desert.
ly many of them find fault with the
Taking Big Chances
A. managers have aradministration of the' act, and probchampionship of the Western Golf The Atlantic-A- .
It in too reat a risk to depend upon association
some
will
found
amendments
got under way today on ranged to give a show tomorrow night
be
ably
bout between Billy
necessary. New problems develop neighbors or sending for medicine in the links of the Homeward Country with a
every day. An employer has written case of a sudden attack of bowel com- club at Flosmoor, and will be con- Bennett, hailed as the lightweight
to the newspaper explaining that an plaint. In almost every neighborhood tinued through the remainder of the champion of Ireland, and Harry Conemploye had been lour or five months someone has died from cholera mor- - week. The program for the opening don of Brooklyn, as the' main event.
in jail charged with murder.
The
trial resulted in acquittal. The employer wants to take; back the man.
but wants to know what is to pay
I
the insurance contributions for the
IF
time of detention in Jail. The act
THWjiS
says nothing on that point.
'T!
For the time opposition, to the inRICHJN.CURAUVE.aUAUnES-N- O
HABIT FORMING DRUGS
surance scheme, or rather criticism of
RED CROSS DRUG CO.
o. G. SCHAEFER
it, is the principal political capital
of the conservative party. Home rule
and Welsh disestablishment have
taken back seats as targets for attack.
CAPITAL PAID IN
But while conservatives declare that
SURPLUS
compulsory insurance is a failure their
$100,000.00
$50,000.00
leaders do not go so far as to urge
J-s
,
i
L
It is unpopular with many
repea'i.
VfiiiLl.! wet
people, but whether It is not popular
VS&r
,
t&iiC'j
with the great majority of the insured
is stili an open question.
N
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Cunningham, President.
Frank Springer,
J

A discussion as to wether Londoners die out with the third generation,

as so often asserted, has been taking
place in the dally papers. One paper
suggested that it would be difficult
to find a Londoner of the fourth generation and as a result has received
many curious pedigrees. Some of
them date back 200 hundred years,
with a
born in
the place where the descendant hopes
to die. Most of these come from districts where trades are handed down
from father to son, and in almost all
of them was found that the present
generation were carrying on the businesses established by their ancestors.
It has been pointed out, however, that
the Londoners who make Jjondon
have been drawn from the country
to the city, where they dp not last
long.

Sir William Osier, Regius professor of medicine at Oxford, has been
voicing the opinion of the medical
to
the
contribute
Peace
will
profession at the inadequacy of the
Japan
I
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pletely with any such feeling. Cattle
sheep growers' associations not
OF and
only assist in the settlement of disputes concerning individual privileges
but also joi In the formulation of
TO
plans for the best use of local ranges
and through the national associations
are given an opportunity to be heard
before regulations which affect their
industry as a whole are adopted. The
local associations insure attention to
TO
of unfair action which are
FORESTS
complaints
OF
ADMINISTRATION
to
found
be, justified, while on the
BE PLACED PARTLY IN THEIR
other
hand
they automatically dispose
HANDS
Jpf many cases of complaints that are
set- found, when all the facts are considWashington, July 21 To give
a
users
larger
ered, not well grounded,
tlers and other local
It is the announced policy of the deadministration,
forest
in
national
voice
has
Houston
partment to favor the greater good to
Secretary of Agriculture
new
a
regulation
the
greatest number, and the local
just promulgated
onco,
over others. With the help of
at
user
provideffect
into
whine goes
serforest
the
the advisory boards now provided for,
ing a means by which
many of the problems affecting indi
vice may systematically
of viduals which the application of such
associations
organized
with duly
a policy involves can be settled by
such users.
inmembers
whose
submitting them to what is practically
Any association
of
residents
local
of
the
the organized public sentiment
a
majority
clude
On
other
the
forests
own
may
national
their
neighbors.
making use of the
a committee, hand the organization can initiate
get together and select
attento meet with the local forest officers. questions and bring them to the
an
hacked
in
by
forest
the
service,
tion of
This committee will be recognized
who
those
of
the
of
voice
majority
in
the
questions
settling
advisory capacity
induswhich may arise between the forest are dependent upon the forest
of
use
in
the
tries.
service and the public
Already several associations besides
the forests.
coThe exact wording of the regulation those composed of stockmen are
forest
service,
the
with
operating
is:
association whoso though there was no provision fov
the
membership includes a majority of the their official recognition before
went
into
forest
national
of
the
a
secretary
new
ruling
local residents using
or portion thereof, for like purposes effect, One of the pioneers was the
com
eh all select a committee, an agree- Malad Forest Users' association,
tlx?
be
near
or
in
reside
who
shall
men
of
which
of
posed
ment 'on the part
boron
the
such
lies
which
forest
association,
Pocatello
the
binding upon
committee, upon application to the der of Utah and Idaho. The advisory
district forester, may be recognized in board of this association has acted as
an advisory capacity on behalf of- the a clearing house for complaints and
to a medium through which mutually adassociation, and shall he entitled
and
action
of
vantageous understandings might be
proposed
receive notice
by
to
heard
be
reached. It is said to have saved its
an
have
opportunity
the local forest officer in reference to members and the forest service much
trouble, embarrassment, and even
any proposed changes likely to
In the
or
interest
use
the
affect
rially
forest or portion thereof enjoyed by
Stints or bites of insects that are
such permittees. The' general prinfollowed by swellings, pain or Itching
and
responsibilof
recognition
ciples
live should be treated promptly, as they
SNOW
ity governing cooperation with
BALLARD'S
are poisonous.
stock associations are herewith ex- LINIMENT counteracts the poison. It
tended, so far as they are applicable, is both antiseptic and healing. Price
bottle. Sold
to the other regular lines of business 25c, 50c and $1.00 perAdv.
Central Drug Co.
by
forests."
national
on
the
conducted
The object of this regulation is to
BIRTHDAY OF NOTED SOLDIER
extend what may be called home par.
Washington, July 21. Major Genmanase-memtticipation in national forest
John R. Brooke, TJ. S. A., retired,
eral
It is recognized that the best
who has a record of 40 years of disof
interest
in
the
use of the forests
service in the United
the general welfare means the pro- tinguished
reached his seventy-fiftStates
army,
motion of local welfare, and that the
today. In accord
anniversary
birthday
careful
with
handled
forests must be
custom
General Brooke
ance
his
with
inconsideration for all local interests
at his home
summer
the
is
spending
that,
pubvolved. It is recognized also
In the Berkshire Hills in Massachu
of
fairness
the
in
spirit
lic confidence
setts. Notwithstanding his seventy- with which individual citizens are
known as one of the
treated Is essential, and that local five years he is
most
active
golf players at the Pitts- of
participation in the settlement
club and may be seen
field
Country
many questions is the best possible
almost every day making the round
or
unwise
safeguard against arbitrary
of the links.
decisions by local forest officers.
In other words, it is desired to preand
Cholera
vent any local feeling that a western Chamberlain's Colic,
Diarrhoea
Remedy.
user in contact with the national fora
est administrative system is up Mr. W. S. Gunslaus, Pennsylvania
near Fleming, P. 0.,
farmer,
residing
Washat
bureau
against a
"For the past fourteen
Pa., says:
ington; represented on the ground by nars I
Chamberlain's ColI
used
have
a forest officer who can do as he
Diarrhoea
and
Cholera
Remedy In my
chooses and against whose actions it
found
and
have
it to he an ex
family
is impossible to make effective proI always have a bot
cellent
remedy.
test. In the case of the grazing regutake pleas
be- tle of it in my house and
lations a method of
to my
It
ure
in
recommending
tween the forest service and users of
dealers.
all
friends."
sale
For
by
the forest ranges has been developed
Adv.
which is said to have done away com
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to Get

How

Rid

Monday.

of Eczema

Method that
Kills the Germs and
Makes New Skin. '

An Effective

l

.,

jnnaii

fin.

Amateur championship tournament
of Western Golf association begins
Chicago.

at

Tournaments of the American Polo
association start at Narragansett Pier,
R. I.

Start of annual reliability tour of
Rapids, Mich., Automobile club.
Annual tournament of Western On
tario Bowling association at London,
Ontario.
Tuesday.
Openng of Grand circuit race meeting at Port Erie, Ontario.
Opening of Michigan "Short-shlp- "
circuit race meeting at Toledo, O.
Billy Bennett vs. Harry Condon, 10
rounds at Rockaway Beach, N. Y.
Wednesday.
National meet of Federation of
American Motor Ovclists opens at
Denver.
v
Thursday.
Invitation tournament fit Edgemere
Tennis club, Edgemere, L. I.
Friday.
Challenge rounds for the Davis ten.
nis cup begin at Wimbledon, England.
First annual regatta of Northwestern Canoe association at Puluth,
Grand1

.A

Even a Microscope "Wont Find
Bleminh After 8. S. S. Get

Tnrongh.
you bruise your hand, you will notice that a scab forms, and when It
falls oft, new Bkin has formed. Did
salve do It? No! Skin is the Bame as
muscle, bone, sinew, ligament. All are
made from the blood, from the materials that your stomach and intestines convert from food Into what we
call blood. And this blood circulates
in the myriad of tiny blood vessels in
the skin. Start from your stomach,
where blood materials begin, and it
won't be long before you are free of
eczema. Use S. S. S. for a short time,
and not only will eczema disappear,
but the entire blood will be renewed.
There is one ingredient in S. S. S.
which serves the active purpose of
stimulating each cellular part of the
body to the healthy, judicious selection
of its own essential nutriment. That
is why it regenerates the blood supply;
why it has such a tremendous influence
in overcoming eczema, rash, pimples,
and all skin afflictions.
Get a bottle of S. S. S. at any drusf
store, and you will not only feel bright
and energetic, but you will be the picture of new life. S. S. S. is prepared
only in the laboratory of The Swift
Specific Co., 1S9 Swift Bldg., Atlanta,
Ga.
Beware of any attempt to sell you
somethiiu; "ust iis good.'j
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SPORT CALENDAR

Minn..

Kirk vs. Tommy Dixon, 10
rounds, at Fort Smith, Ark.
Saturday.
Opening of summer meeting of
Hamilton Jockey club, Hamilton, Ont.
Annual Hudson river regatta at
New York city.
Western championship tennis tournament opens at Lake Forest, 111.
OUie

HE costume at the left would be nice for visiting or wearing on any
smart occasion. The skirt is of
lawn, embroidered at the
edge of overskirt, with two flounces of embroidery coming from underneath: a fold of silk the same color is laid under foot of lower flounce.
The little coat is of black satin, with a large collar, edged in front with a
fold which is continued round lower edge of coat; buttons trim the sleeves.
Hat of black satin, trimmed with wings.
Mato.-ialyards
required: 2 yards wide lawn flouncing for skirt, 8
narrower for the two other flounces, 2 yards satin 40 inches wide for coat,
2 yards for lining.
Golden brown Shantung Is selected for the other suit. The skirt Is made
with a wide right front, which slopes to side of left, where it Is cut in scallops, a button and loop being sewn In each. The coat has a little basque;'
a ribbon swathed round the waist hides the joining of basque to bodice part;
ninon frills trim the front and sleeves; black satin Is used for the collar.
Hat of golden brown Tagel, trimmed with a feather.
Materials required: 6 yards Shantung 34 inches wide, 5 buttons,
yard
satin, 5 yards silk or satin for lining coat
y
ecru-colore- d

,

OF TrfE LOW COLLAR

CRUSH GIRDLES

MATCH

SUIT

Almost Innumerable Are the Designs
Offered Now That Fashion Has .
Decreed the Style.

New Adornment Has Many Advantage!
Over tho Ordinary Belt, Which

The cult of the low neck is being
catered for with every kind of turnover collar feminine ingenuity and
taste can devise. There is the sailor
collar with ita nautical tie, the Peter
Pan of finest, sheerest lawn, the collar in jagged points, the square collar, and a thousand and one other
collars, all fascinating and becoming
if one has a round, full neck and good
skin.
Many of the new collars end in little Jabots not the full Jabot, for its
day has passed but the perfectly fiat
jabot of finest lace and hand embroidery.
Of course, this low necked effect
coat is not really
with a tailor-mad- e
attractive. It is charming with house
frocks and summer gowns, but when
the coat with heavy outside collar is
worn there Is a bare, unfinished sort
of look. In the winter the heavy, winding furs obviate this, and in the summer the scarfs and feather boas serve,
but there are also dainty little ruffs
designed for the same purpose. They
are fashioned of tulle or mallne, are
soft and fluffy, and very becoming to
old and young, and any girl who
is clever with her needle can make
one at home. .
For instance, one model, which is
one of the fluffiest kind, is composed
of four layers of double malines, and
The
each layer is finely plaited.
malines should be folded double so
that, the upper edge is a fold edge.

Crush girdles' fully eight inches
broad, showing between the open
fronts of tailored Jackets, are of satin
matching the shade of the suit, em'
broldered with floss or soutache of the
same color as the waistcoat, collar and
cuffs or of the trimming on the hat
The embroidery, making an inch wide
bordering defining both edges of the
belt and appearing as tiny motifs 01
medallions scattered over the rest
of the material, draws attention to the
waist line while the excessive width
of belt helps to emphasize the wide
effect of the
waisted, narrow-hippefigure. It is far more chic looking
than is the ordinary belt, for it indi
cates the waist line without actually
defining it, and it is infinitely more
becoming to a stout woman than is
the raised skirt-belMoreover, it is
one of those minor details which mark
the street costume as unusual, and to
look "different" which, being Interpreted, means "not like the mob," is the
aim of every fashionable woman.

'

Rose Dinner.

When roses are used for decorative
purposes the linen and china should
be of the finest, while flowers never
look as beautiful as when carelessly
Dainty
yet artistically arranged.
creams may be served In the hearts
of roses, but these roses must be
made from the white hearts of bleached lettuce. Use roses to surround
dishes, but not to touch foods unless
candied leaves are served with bon-

It Supplants.

d

t.

STRIKING HAT

It
It
It

How Milady Wears Her Belt.
hangs on.
Is so loose;'
fairly sags in back.

'

They fasten at the waist line.
But only a few inches in front
Then they really hang down at the
back.
This method of wearing the belt
gives a straight downward and backward slope to the figure which, is bo
much sought now.

HIM

WITH

TITLES

Irishman Fully the Equal of Swagger
ing Britisher Who Was Somewhat
Given to Boasting.

It was evident in his swagger that
he was a scion of the British aristocracy, and the most casual observer
could not have failed to note that he
was a stranger to the city. He touchauburn-haireed a
young
man, who was lolling in front of a
hotel, on the shoulder.
"Pardon me, me dear man, but could
I trouble you for a match?" After
"Bah
lighting his cigar, continued:
Jove, this is a remarkable city. This
Is me first visit to New York, d'ye
know? I'm a deucjd stranger, but on
the other side I'm a person of importance. I am Sir Francis Daffy, Knight
of the Garter, Knight of the Bath,
Knight of the Double Eagle, Knight of
the Golden Fleece, Knight of the Iron
Cross. D'ye mind telling me your
name, me dear man?"
Replied be of the auburn hair, in a
deep, rich brogue
"Me name isMichael Murphy, night
before last, night before that, last
night, tonight and every night Michael Murphy."
well-dresse-

d

Youngster Had Woke Up.
At a matinee performance a stout
woman appeared at the entrance, leading two boys, aged seven and nine,
and presented one ticket
"You will have to buy tickets for
those boys," Insisted the manager.
"No, I wont," she protested; "they
always go to sleep as soon as they
get Inside. Why should I pay for
them If they don't see the show?"
The manager thought of the days
when his mother took him to matinees, and as the argument was one
that he could not get around, he
passed them In. After the first act
an usher came to the manager and
handed him a quarter.
"What's this for?" he asked.
"The fat lady told me to tell you
one of the kids woke up."

CONCLUDED

SHE

LOVED

HIM

Wealth and High Social Position
Didn't Lower Him in Her
Estimation.

"6, mamma! It has really happened

and he young Simpkins, you know
he really O, mamma!"
"Dear child! I thought he stayed
dreadfully long last night. He really
proposed?"
"He sure did, and I well, of course,
I told him I would give him my an
swer later, and he's coming again tonight. What shall I say?"
"It all depends, dear, on whether
you really love him or not, ana i
had your father look up his father in
Bradstreet's yesterday and he's Al
there. Your father thinks he is worth
a good million at least, and Edward is
the only child. Of course, if you love
him

and"

"He isn't very handsome or "
"My dear child, looks are not every
thing. Far from it! You know he has
two autos, and one of them a limousine that never cost a penny less than
six thousand.
And papa will never
"So he has!
be likely to get me an auto."
"I .doubt it. But, of course, you
mustn't think of marrying him unless
you love him, and he would probably
take you to Europe on your wedding
trip, and he belongs to two of the
imost exclusive clubs and his family
has the entre to the best society, and
your papa says that he has an allow
ance of a thousand a month; and of
course, being the only child, he is
sure to come in for a large fortune in
time, and but do you feel that you
really love him?"
,
"Yes, mamma. I think I do."
'Dear child! Then accept him when
he comes this evening. Mamma la so
glad that her one little girl can give
her heart with her hand when she
to
marries. It is so dreadful
marry without love, you know."
Puck.
PIANO

KEYS MADE

OF MILK

Substitute for Ivory Found to Be More
Endurable and Is Extensively
Used In Manufacturing.

It Is a little known fact that the
most delightful music at the present
day is produced by playing on milk,
says London Answers.
The Bupply of ivory nowadays does
not, to a great extent, meet the demand. Strange as it may sound, skim
milk forms a substitute. It is used
for making the keyboards of pianos,
and la appearance this hardened substance Is hardly distinguishable from
ivory.
What is more, it is much leBB ex
pensive, and its durability nearly
Syrolit, as the akim milk ivory is
named, is a practically new invention.
but, at the present time thousands of
gallons of separated milk are daily
transformed into one of the most use
ful materials of modern invention.
The milk is not mixed with any oth
er substance, but, after being purified.
it is compressed, so that all the mois
ture is extracted, and the substancfl
becomes hard and dry.
Pracf.ic.ally in every part of the
globe thia product is now used. It is
turned into umbrella handles, buttons,
photograph frames, etc. The comb
making Industry especially appreciates
its worth as It can be made to look
like horn. Its nonlnfiammability ii
another of its assets.
Too Much Like Home.

AMERICANS GO 10
VISIT COTTON
HILLS
COMMISSIONERS
ENJOY "THEMSELVES AND LERN SOMETHING AT THE HAGUE

The Hague, July 21. A
of the American commission,
on agricultural
represented the cotton growing interests of the
southern states at the biennial convention of the International Federa
tion of Master Cotton Spinners and
'
Manufacturers
which
association,
opened here last week. The Ameri
cans devoted their attention to the
question of reforming the methods
of cotton baling, handling and marketing, and placed before the Convention recommendations wnich if adopted would save the American cotton
growers $75,000,000 a year, according
to their estimates, and result in material saving to spinners of American
Cotton.

Colonel Harvie Jordan 01 Georgia,
president of the Southern Cotton
Growers' association, acted as chairman of the delegation
from the
American commission, and invited
300 representatives of foreign cotton
manufacturing Interests to attend a
conference in Mobile, AJa of American cotton manufacturers, growers,
and ginners at the time of the fifth,
annual convention of the Southern
Commercial congress in that city next
October. The invitation was extended in the name of the southern Commercial congress, the National Cot
ton Manufacturers' association, the
American Cotton Manufacturers' association, the Southern Cotton association, the Farmers' union, and the
states of Georgia and Alabama. Other
members of the American delegation
were Colonel J. S. Williams, Judge
S. A. Lindsey and Clarence Ousley of
Texas; T. J. Brooks, professor of mar
kets and rural economics of the Mis
sissippi Agricultural college; Edward
Ware Barrett of Alabama, and Robert
I. and E. F. Woodside of South Carolina.
It is estimated American colton
growers 'lose about $5 on every bale
of cotton they sell through bad vmnh-od- s
of baling and marketing. ?n a
fifteen million bale crop this r.c ms
$75,000,000. At the convention at The
Hague representatives from England,
Russia, Japan, Germany, France, Austria, Italy, Spain, Portugal, Belgium.
Switzerland, Sweden and Hol":aud
were present and all of these countries are directly concerned1 with reformation of the American system of
handling cotton. The American cotton crop represents nearly a billion
dollars a year and J600, 000,t 00 of the
export trade of the United States.
A special effort has been made by
the Amejican commission during Its
investigation in Europe to discover
some possible application of the agricultural credit systems of the old
world to better the financial position
of American cotton growers. The
handling of the enormous cotton crop
of the southedn states is one of the
most difficult problems to sqpve !n
American agrlcultude. It sometimes
happens that an unusually 'large cotton crop will sell for less money than
a small crop. Lack of storage facilities and above ajl lack of credit accommodation to enable the planters
to hold their crops until market conditions improve is responsible for
this. The American commission has
made a thorough study In this connection of the
warehouses
of European countries, particularly
those of the silk growers of northern
Italy, which enables the Ita'iian farmers to place their produce in storage
and to borrow on thjir warehouse reuntil the
ceipts and hold their
temporary decline in the market,
which almost invariably follows the
marketing of a big crop, has passed.
'

Two burglars made all arrangements to rob a certain house. The
night chosen for the deed was wet and
One remained on guard at
muddy.
the front, while the other entered and
started upstairs. His boots, which
were wet and very much in need of
repair, made a sogging squeak as each
slowly measured step was made. A
female voice was heard from one of
the rooms calling to him in a very
FeJIne Query.
authoritative tone:
"Nursie!"
"You go right downstairs and take
broke
the
Freddie's
voice
Little
those boots off. I'm tired of having
stillness of the nursery for the to clean up mud and dirt after you.
twentieth time, and "nursie" began to March right down and take them off."
get angry.
The burglar marched down and
"Well, what do you want now?" she when he joined his companion,
he
snapped.
said:
"
"I on'y want to ask you
"I can't rob that house. Bill; It
"I'll answer no more questions this seems too much like home."
night" said nursie firmly, as she went
on folding her charge's clothes. "Don't
To Write Well.
you know that curiosity killed a cat,
For a man to write well, there are
Freddie?'
The small boy lay in silence, stun- required three necessaries:
To read the best authors, observe
ned by the wonder of this statement
the best speakers and much exercise
Then he burst out again:
"Nursie, what did that cat want of his own style.
In style, to consider what ought to
to know?"
be written, and after what manner.
He must first think and excogitate his
DON'T use 8 cough medicine conJust a Parrot Story That's All.
matter, then choose his words and
or morphine. They
Miss Van Winkle possessed a parof either. Then taining opium
examine
the
weight
rot which, she often declared, showed take care in
constipate the bowels and do not
both
and
ranking
placing
only stifle the cough. Examine
signs of almost human intelligence.
matter and words, that the composi- cure,
the label and if the medicine conShe was being courted by a Pull- tion be
comely, and to do this with tains these harmful opi. tes refuse it.
man conductor, whose runs were o
and often.
diligence,
Foley's Honev and Tar Compound
could
call
he
that
only
such length
No matter how slow the style be at! PCmtains no opiates. Is healing and
howonce each week. Came a day,
first, so it be labored and accurate; soothing. O. G. Schaefer and Red
ever, when, due to a railroad acci- seek
the best, and be not gtad of the 'Cross Dm? Store. Adv.
two
call
to
was
enabled
he
days
dent,
forward conceits or first words that
visit.
after his last
offer themselves to us, but judge of!
As he entered the room where the
LEATHER MEN IN SESSION
what we invent and order what we
parrot's cage hung, Polly perked her approve.
Philadelphia, July 21. The Nationhead on one side and observed:
al Leather arid Shoe Finders' associa"Well, I'll be jiggered; this has
He Might Go Once.
tion began its annual convention in
been a thundering short week!"
n elderly gentleman, a stranger in this city today with an attendance
New York, and not sure of his way, that includes many prominent repreAlmost the Same Thing.
,
no
stopped a young man on Fifth avenue sentatives of the trade throughout the
You
have
Educated Egyptian
wonderful hieroglyphics in your coun- and said:
A feature of the meeting wili
"Young man, I would like very country.
try, :ir; no mysterious Inscriptions, much
at the Lullevue-Stnitfora
be
banquet
to go to Central park."
no undecipherable relics of an ancient
The young man became thoughtful Thursday night at which several notliterature whose secrets the wise men
a moment, and then, looking the ed speakers will be heard. The fn.Jor-woo-d
for
to
of the world have tried for ages
old gentleman In the face, said;
tariff measure and it proHbl.
discover.
"Well, I don't mind ' your going effect on the leather trade la
Tourist No, we haven't any 01
those things; but brightening up !jast this once, but don't ever, ever leading subject of dtscufskm at tivi
'nsk ma to go tkera sgala."
'we've got our Railway Guides.
convention.
twi-lig-

,
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bons.

Decorate the chandelier, candelabia
and candles with silk roses, preferably red for night, or pink and white
when candles are not lighted. Place
a rose with each dessert and float one
in each finger bowl. Do not use a
profusion of flowers to give a studied
effect, but use a sufficient amount of
real roses and artificial ones to look
tasteful, simple and charming. '

TONIC

"Live pleasant," said Mr. Burke
once to a grave and anxious gentleman. But was the grave and anxious
gentleman persuaded? So eminent a
man as Justice Story believed that
to be healthy it. was wise to laugh
an hour every day.
a social
Laughter is
habit. We mask our cares with
laughter when we can. We convey
uur sympathy to others by laughter,
at least by kindly smiles. What is
more charming in a street car, for
example than to see a tense face,
a sad face, a weary face, suddenly
shine out in smiling recognition of a
look it loves? Idiots laugh alone. We
all feel a little idiotic when we do
it, although it is not certain that we!
are so. On the other hand, very
solemn persons will grow quite boisterous in a merry company.
It is amazing how easily laughter
can be cultivated. Everything in our
ordinary lives has its lighter side,

MATCHED

V

VOGUE

A

its gayer side, even things in which
a grave turn of mind would never
habit
suspect it. What pleasanter
than that of detecting sunshine, of
pointing it out to others?
There is one safe subject of laughter
The ancients had a fine
yourself.
phrase about seeing things under the
aspect of eternity. When you find
yourself swamned. drowned in little
cares and vexations, think how short
they are, how long life is, how long
beauty lasts, and love, and nature, ana
God. The contrast will make you
smile a little, and that smile, if you
get the habit of it, is one of the best
antidotes for misery ever yet discov
ered by man. Youth's Companion.

T

'

ALWAYS

Smile Makes Friends Where a Long
Face Will Inspire a Feeling
of Repulsion.

(V

z

THREE

Skyscraper hat of black English
6traw with ostrich fancies overshadowing the high crown.
Gift for Bridesmaids.
One little bride, with more ingenultj
than money, made photograph frames
from material like her wedding dress,
placed therein her portrait and that
of her fiance, then had the whole thing
mounted under glass with a small gilt
rim of picture frame molding. Her
I
maids were delighted with the elfts.
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thnSB the speakas minutely ed that at different
i l London
on Monday. Reinforcement state.
The bulletin containing the rest and Importance. With this maga- be outlined and portrayed
er had to pause until the hearty hand
docu as possible.
new zine as a medium, in time the
;f his position is, moreover, to be announcements of the three
had subsided.
The publication of the extensive clapping
found in an Interesting article upon courses and other valuable informa- mentary history of the country will be
The modern temptations with which
collections of the men
"
Eugenics and Militarism" In the cur tion will be off the press in a few made accessible to students of history Spanish manuscript
have to contend were dealt with
New Mexico,
of
Historical
Society
rent Atlantic Monthly, by Vernon
a'il
In a most vigorous rasnion, yet not
days, and
persons who desire everywhere.
annotated, in a
Records, portraits and Illustrations carefully translated and
Ke'ilogg, one of Dr. Jordan's profes them may be accommodated by ap
way that would glv, offense. The
sors at Leland Stanford. Professor plying to President Frank H. H. of historical value reproduced will add will be undertaken by capable students illustration taken from the life of
Kellogg has been studying the detail Roberts, Dean Frank Carroon or the s?reat value and attractiveness to its and contributors. These documents General Robert E. Lee, who, when the
are of intense interest.
ed figures of height and health of members of the board of regents.
pages.
war closed, had only his good name
notable
The Spanish and Mexican archives, left yet indignantly spurned a lucraof
the
French
which
the
sketches
army conscripts
Biographical
government jjas
men of the past in southwestern his guides to which have been and are be- tive offer if he would only allow his
keeping since
about 1800. He finds that the average
WIFE'S DEATH KILLED HIM
tnrir fiio TMnrd of whose lives is ing prepared by the Carnegie institu named to be used In connection with
El Paso, Tex., July 21. D. Phillips largely the history of the southwest tion, will be systematically searched an infamous business, was told with
height of the men of France began
to decrease with the coming of age in Gibson of El Paso, found dead in St. from time to time will be given to for information relative to the history great effect and more than one man
1813 of those born during the revolu Louis Sunday morning; will be burled our readers.
The Indian, Spanish of this portion of our coutnry. Much present resolved that he would also
tion, and continued to decrease with here beside his wife. Gibson's wife missions, pueblos, and presidios; trap- is expected from this source and no so conduct himself that no one could
the arrival at manhood of those born was killed here February 15 by pers, traders and mountain-men- ,
all money will be spared in obtaining this truthfully say of him "that he has his
during the Napoleonic wars. Between George Caven of Dallas, who then will be brought close to the reader, material which is of the greatest his price,"
1830 and 1840 the young men attained killed himself.
Since then Gibson has student or lapman. The supply of torical value.
The Opera House Rally.
an average height of one inchc greater been despondent. Caven and Gibson material is incomparable.
A song service ushered in the evenSome of our most prominent stuthan that of the generations born in were both suitors for the hand of
opera
Old Santa Fe will be a standard pub- dents and scholars compose the edi- ing service at the Duncan
Twit-chel- l, house.
wartime. Nearly parallel with this Pauline Crutcher, daughter of G. W.
E.
Colonel
A chorus that nearly filled
staff.
will
torial
known
Ralph
when
and
lication; unique
run the1 exemptions from military Crutcher, mayor of East Dallas, 11 be
Is the editor.
His associates the stage, accompanied by an orchesrecognized as a necessity for any
service due to undersize and infirmi- years ago, and Gibson married her.
L.
Bradford
are
Prince, tra of ten boys and girls under the
even
of
ordinary pretensions.
library
ties. While Professor Kellogg admits
It has been designated as the offi- Rev. Lansing Barttett Bloom, Dr. direction of Mrs. Charles O'Malley,
that the whole subject Is highly com
cial publication of the New Mexico Frank H. H. Roberts, president of the led the singing, which was largely
plex, he believes lt practically certain
participated in by the audience. Then
of American Normal University, Hon. Antonio
Museum, the School
that war produces rapid racial deterthere was a solo beautifully sung by
Hon.
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state,
secretary
Archaeology at Santa Fe and the Hisioration. When it comes to the spread
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Mexico.
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torical Society, of .New
of diseases, notably the venereal disof the state agricultural col- er announced his subject, which was
the
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Vaughan,
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Round trip tickets will be on sale
daily, commencing June I to September 30, 1913, good to return
up to and including Oct. 31, 1913.

tPueblo

$11.90
Fareffor round trip Colo. Sp'gs $13.70
(Denver, . . $16.60

,

$2-0-
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D. L. BATCHELOR., Agent
bulls. The opening was a shade low-er to
higher. September, which
to
started at 86 to 87, a gain of
.
A good export
, rose to 87
demand with statements that black
rust had appeared in many sections
of South Dakota and was giving signs
of a spread northward, carried the
market still higher. The close waa
net
steady with September
higher at
Lightness of receipts brought about
a good demand fo corn. September
opened a shade to
up at 62
to
and climbed to 62. Absence
of soaking rains needed in Kansas led
to a further upturn. The close was
firm at 63 for September, a gain of
net.
Oats bulged on account of pit offer
ings being scanty. September started
to 40,
off at 40
unchanged to
but rose to 40. '
Provisions weakened with hogs.
First sales were from 20 cents decline
to 5 cents advance, with September
options as follows: Pork $21.30; lard
to $11.85; ribs $11.92
to
$11.82

87,:

J

El

The clo'sing quotations were:
Wheat, July 86; September
December 91.
Corn, July 62; September

60.
Oats,) July 39;
December 43.

December

Pork, July
Lard, July
October $12.
Ribs, July

October

ON Sixth street, bunch of
keys. At Optic office.
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0

63;
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41;

vv.

$22.22;
$11.87;
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Sept. $21.55.
Sept. $11.95;

$11.87; Sept. $11.95;
$11.72; January $10.20.

s

You insist upon good merchandise
entitled to good service also.
deavor is to give you both.

IN

.

you are

Our constant

en-

;

'

Give Us a Trial

j

It will not require much persuasion to

con-

vince you that these thwgs are true.

t

I
I

Reliable girl for general
housework. American preferred. 909
Fifth street.

87;

September

I

-
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TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
WANTED

Good Service

i

t

v

dation with the intention ol winning and holding
the patronage of every person entering our door,

CAMP

'

$88.70.

Cattle, receipts 15,000. Market steady. Prime fed steers
$8.508.90;
dressed beef steers $7. 25 8. 50; western
steers $6.508.25; southern
steers $5.407.60; cows $4.257;
heifers $5.258.75; stockers and feeders $4.607.30; bulls $4.506.75;
calves $69.50.
Market 10
Sheep, receipts 8,000.
cents lower.
Lambs $6.257.50;
yearlings $4.505.25; wethers $4
4.75; ewes $3.504.25; stockers and
feeders $2.254.

Absolute integrity, satisfaction and accommo-

I

f

9.20; pigs

Our Policy

'Now Open id
the General Public

KEVlisES

KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK

Kansas City, July 21. Hogs, receipts 7,000. Market steady. Bulk $9
9.15; heavy $99.10; packers and
butchers $9.059.15; lights $9.05

$11.95.

Lu-cer-

15he

. .

Tickets are first class good for stop
overs in either direction within final
limit. For fares to other points, please
call at ticket office.

trans-Atlanti-

'
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PERSONALS
Mrs. T. A. Hayden of Santa Fe is

liere for a visit with friends.
N. Cunningham of Carlsbad was a
business visitor in Las Vegas yesterday.
.
H. B. Gerhart came in last night
from Santa Fe for a short business
'is".
visit.
Frank Olivas of Mora came in Saturday night and was a business visitor
In Las Vegas yesterday.
C. W. McCoy of Topeka, Kas., came
In yesterday afternoon for a few
weeks' stay in Las Vegas'.
Henry Monsimer has returned from
California where he has been for the
.past two months on business.
F. Faircloth, a resident of Fort Sumner, is stopping at the Plaza hotel
while here on a business visit.
Joe Rosenberg and family arrived
yesterday from Vincennes, Ind., whe
they have been for the past three
months.
W. D. Burrall of the United States
forest reserve is in town for a few
days' visit, from the Gallinas planting
station.
Mr. and Mrs. O. A. Nlll and family
of Roswell came in yesterday morning
from their home for a few days' stay
In Las Vegas.
W. T. Lawson and L. M. Lawson,
two well known business men of
came In last night for a few days
business visit.
Mrs. E. P. Bujac, wife of Major
came in yesterday afternoon from
her home at Carlsbad for a few days'
visit in Las Vegas.
J. M. Ackerman, round house foreman for the Santa Fe Railway company at Lamy, was a business visitor
in Las Vegas today.
Misses Ruby Custons and Jeanette
Custons of Albufuerque came in last
night for a few days' visit with
friends in Las Vegas.
Colonel R. E. Twitchell returned
last night from Kansas City where
he attended the funeral of his mother, who died there two .weeks ago.
C. B. Lewis has returned from Santa Fe where he has been for the past
few day3 on business. He was accompanied by A. H. Hedgcock of Denver.
Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Thomas and two
sons of Topeka, Kan., came in Saturday evening from their home at that
place for a few days' visit in Las Ve-

Mr. ad Mrs.' N. F. Suer of Albuquerque are in town for a few days
on a visit to friends.
Miss Gazelle Newman left, iast night
for her home at Pueblo after spending
a few days in this city visiting
friends.
Mr. and Mrs. John Schloer left this
afternoon for their home in Chicago,
after spending the past two months
in this city.
Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Caiscs.uen left
today for Raton on a short visit with
friends. They will return the latter
part of the week.
Miss Carrie Schutz ert this afternoon for her home in Albuquerque
after spending the past week in this
city visiting friends.
Mr. and Mrs. N. S. Williams of Chicago arrived this afternoon find will
be visitors in this city for the next
two or three weeks.
Albert Stern of Albuquerque came
in this afternoon. He is on his way
home from New York, where he has
been for the past month.
Miss jeannette Martin left this afternoon for her home in Chicago by
the way of Denver. Miss Martin has
been visiting in this city for some
time.'
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. uungslaff and
son left this afternoon for Los Angeles, Cal. They have been visiting
friends in this city for the past two
weeks.

M. R. Williams, general superintendent of the bridge and building
department of the Santa Fe, left this
afternoon for Trinidad on a short
business trip.
Rufus Mead of this city returned
Saturday evening from Mora, where
he has been for the past three weeks',
conducting the Mora county institute.
A party consisting of Mrs. Ed Rupp,
Mrs. C. Bell, Mrs. Ed Simpkins and
Miss Jessie Bell returned this afternoon from the Pecos, where they
have been camping for the past two
weeks.
J
Miss Cora McFarland and her sister, Miss Analois, 'left this afternoon
for Santa Fe, where they will, visit
friends for the next three weeks. The
Misses' McFarland have been in this
city for the past week visiting
friends.
J. C. McLemore
of the Crystal
Creamery company, left yesterday afternoon for Albuquerque, where ' he
will take charge of the new plant
that his company purchased last
week.
Mr. McLemore probably will
locate in Albuquerque and take full
gas.
G. W. Ripey of the Colorado Casket charge of the former Sunshine creami
company, left yesterday for Albuquer- ery at that place.
que on business. Mr. Ripey has been
in town for the past few days, visiting the undertakers.
ORCHESTRA
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Rex and daugh- SISIISGN
ter left yesterday for Albuquerque
after spending a few cfays wich
AT THE OPIIC BALL
friends in this city. Mr. and Mrs.
Rex are former residents of this city.
Bert Kelly, the former Wells Fargo BEST
Of MUSIC WILL BE PROVIDagent here, was In town Saturday and
ED FOR THE ENJOYMENT
OF
'
Sunday on a short visit to friends.
SOLDIER BOYS
Den
Mr. Kelly is now stationed at
ver. He left yesterday for AlbuquerThe third military ball, to be given
que.
The Optic next Wednesday evenMrs. W. E. Friesner and niece of by
at the armory In honor of the soling
Kansas City, Mo., came in yesterday
will be "some ball." The milidiers,
in
afternoon for a few weeks' stay
when they learned that The
Las Vegas. They are on a vacation tiamen,
was again to be given
dance
Optic
and will spend the larger part of the
themselves as
this
year,
expressed
here.
remaining sunimer
and
signified that
Miss Marguerite Brooks, (laughter of thoroughly pleased
would
in
attend
full
strength.
they
D. L. Brooks, division traffic superThe Simison orchestra has been enintendent of the Western Union Telegraph company at Denver, came in gaged and will render the best of music
yesterday afternoon for a few days' for this occasion. The armory floor
will be placed in the best of condition,
visit with friends in Las Vegas.
Superintendent F. L. Myers of the and nothing will happen to mar the
New Mexico division of 'he Santa Fe pleasure of the evening. Each year
Railway company, 'ieft last night for that the state guard encamps near
Trinidad, where he will join General Las Vegas The Optic, in recognition
Manager F. C. Fox, who is returning of the service it is doing for the
to his headquarters at Amarillo, Tex., state, gives this nuge ball, and each
after a trip over the road.
year It has proven to be a most enW. F. Cobb, representative for the joyable affair. The militia boys, afRemington Arms and Powder com- ter the hard maneuvers during the
pany, is in town on a short business day, come to the ball In the evening,
visit. He said that the roads between forgetting that they had even thought
in bad of work in the day and when the last
here and Albuquerque are
shape. .He lives in Albuquerque.
piece; announcing the end of the ball,
Mrs. Harold Hurd of Roswell, came is played by the orchestra, t they, alin yesterday afternoon and will re- ways depart 'with regret
j
main in Las Vegas for the coming
The general public always turns out
week, attending the meeting of the in force to attend thlrf' dance, and it s
state militia of which her husband, expected that Wednesday night wfll
First Lieutenant Hurd, is a member. see the armory packed.
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JUDGE COOLEY IS LOUIS NEWMAN IS
DEAD; SUFFERED

HERE

Ml

Fiv

GET THE SAVING HA

illli

and it vill start you on the road to independence. A little saved regularly
will amount to quite a sum in a short time and assure you success

TAL

LONG

TWO PER CENT PAH) ON CHECKING

FOUR PER CENT PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

FORMER ASSOCIATE JUSTICE' OF TELLS ALL ABOUT HIS TRIUMPH
NEW MEXICO SUPREME COURT
IN DENVER AS WELL AS HIS
SUCCUMBS
PLANS

Silver City, N. M., July 21. Judge
Alford W. Cooley, former associate justice of the New Mexico supreme court,
and previous to that time a United
States civil commissioner' and assistant attorney general of the United
States, died late yesterday afternoon
at his summer residence at Topsfield,
Mass., according to advices received
here today. Tuberculosis, from which
Judge Cooley had been a sufferer for
five years, was the cause of death.
A widow and son, aged 1 years, survive. The funeral will be held at
Brookline, on Tuesday.
Judge Cooley, who had lived here
since-191when he resigned from the
New Mexico bench because of impaired health, went to New York, in May
last, making the trip as the guest of
Larz Anderson, former United States
ambassador to Japan, In Mr. Anderson's private car. His trip east was
for the purpose of taking the Fried-mantreatment for tuberculosis. Judge
Cooley was treated by the Berlin scientist, and for a time his condition
showed gratifying improvement, but
several weeks ago he suffered a re
lapse, it is said, and failed steadily
until death came.
At the time of his death, Judge
Cooley was a member of the board ot
regents of the University of New Mexico at Albuquerque. It was in 1909
that he was appointed to the New
Mexico supreme bench, being named
by President Roosevelt to succeed
Judge Edward A. Mann, of Alamagor-do- .
After serving two years on the
bench, he resigned because of failing
health and came here to live, building
for himself and family one of the
handsomest bungalows in Silver City.
The deceased was born in Westchester, N. Y., April 9, 1873, and graduated from Harvard and the Columbia
law school. He was admitted to the
New York bar in 1898. He was married to Susan Dexter at Boston, in
904. He served as an inspector of
common schools in New York from
18i)() to 1898, and was a member of
the New York assembly from 1900
to 1901. He was clerk of the surrogate court of Westchester county, New
York, from 1901 to 1903; United States
civil service commissioner from 1903
to 1906, and assistant attorney general
of the United States from 1906 to
1909.
In the latter year he was appointed a justice of the New Mexico
supreme court.

FOREIGN LOBBY'S

INFLUENCEASSERTED
(Continued from Page One)
The senator

then launched into a

detailed comparison of the cost of
production and the wages paid in the
United States and abroad, and asserted that the removal of duties was
an open invitation to foreigners to
use the United States as a "dumping
ground" for their surplus products
He concluded:
"The question of the future will be
competition with the starvation wages
of Asia, instead of with the low rates
of Europe."
Burton Denounces Free Trade.
Denunciation of free trade as a
time'iy policy for the United States,
a prediction pf failure in its purposes
tariff
for the Underwood-Simmon- s
bill an4 an attack on an advalorem
tariff system were voiced by Senator
gUrton of Ohio today when tariff discussion., was. resumed In the senate.
Senator Burton declare he was no
worshipper of protection, but that he
approached the subject of tfr.e tariff
"rather with conviction that whenever there shall be an era of comity
and mutual concession in trade
among nations and our country shall
have reached a point when its productive capacity has been developed
a rational
fully, free trade might
policy."

Ixjuis Newman, the claimant to the
lightweight title of the Rocky Moun!
tain region, returned to Lrs Vegas yesterday afternoon from Denver where
he has been for the past few weeks.
sparring
Benny Chavez, Newman's
partner, will arrive tonight.
Newman began training this afternoon in his quarters on the West side,
and showed good form, jumping the
rope with all the vim and vigor of his
youth and showing the assembly of

fans that attended that he still has
science and punch when boxing. Newman stated yesterday afternoon when
he reached Las Vegas that he had an
eary time with his opponent at Denver last week, Lee Morrissey of Oklahoma. Morrlssey had been touted by
the Denver papers and other sporting
sheets as a first class boxer and a
good comer for the championship, but
the showing he made with Newman
has changed the, general opinion greatly. Seeing that Newman had the best
of him all the way through the fight,
Morrissey decided in the fifth round
to quit, claiming that the altitude had
affected him. By doing so he ended
his career in Denver as a boxer. This
bout, according to Newman, was the
only real show of the evening.
Newman also stated that Kid
was an easy mark for Benny
Louie will work hard for the
coming three days, and each morningH
as he did this morning, will take
jaunts out in the country and box in
the afternoon.
"If I whip Yoakum this time," said
Newman, "I'll get a chance at the best
In my class in Denver and other places
and will probably be matched for the
early part of next month for one of
these battles."
Stanley Yoakum, "the iron man,"
who holds one decision over Newman
and also a draw, beran his work yesterday afternoon at his quarters 'on
Lincoln avenue. At rope Jumping,
Yoakum is a star, making all the fancy and difficult cuttings with the thread
that even an expert seldom does." He
punched the bag for several rounds
and showed class in this respect. He
will box agal tonight at 8 o'clock in
his quarters and a large crowd of fans
is expected to attend. Charles O'Mal-ley- ,
the promoter, placed the tickets
for the fight on sale today. He anticipates that the attendance at this
fight will be the largest that has been
known here, and judging from the interest that has been aroused there is
little doubt but that the attendance
will be, immense.
tariff enacted by the republican
party.''
"This," said Senator Burton, "was
your campaign argument; this was
the promise on which you regard
yourse'tves as delegated to tear to
pieces the fiscal policy which has
been the sheet anchor of nearly two
decade's of unprecedented prosperity
and which is the only guarantee of
its continuance. You have erected
a tariff policy blind to every consideration except the consumer. The TtU
was frankly not framed to encourage
capital to enter new fields of Industry or to extend those already covered. If it fails in this, it fails utter-
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and make it light, digestible, wholesome.
Good baking without good baking powder is out of the auestioa.
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National League
Chicago at Boston; cloudy.
Pittsburgh at Brooklyn; clear.
St. Louis at New York; clear.
Cincinnati at Philadelphia; clear.

INCREASES BRILLIANT

60 PER CENT

OVER

I

President Frank H. H. Roberts" of
the Normal and his secretary, Miss
Susie Whitaker, are busy preparing
reports to Governor William C. McDonald and to Superintendent of Public Instruction Alvan N. White. These
reports show a growth of 13 per cent
for the past year, and 62 per cent
American Association.
for the three years that Dr. Roberts
Columbus at St. Paul; clear.
has been president. The Optic has
Toledo at Milwaukee; clear.
been permitted to copy the following
Louisville at Minneapolis; clear.
Indianapolis at Kansas City; clear. items from these reports:
The total enrollment for the year
Western League
ending June 30, 1913, is: boys 202;!
Lincoln at Denver; clear.
girls, 281; total, 483. Eighty of these
are from Las Vegas and 209 from
Wichita at Topeka; clear.
East Las Vegas. The remaining 194
St. Joseph at Omaha; clear.
are from out of town. This report
Sioux City at Des Moines; clear.
speaks well for the Normal and shows
that it is growing al'i the time, v
Today opens the last week of sumYESTERDAY'S BASEBALL
mer school. The final examinations
will begin Tuesday and end Wednesi
American League
day. The state and county examinaSt. Louis, 0; Philadelphia, 8.
tions will begin Friday and close SatBoston, 2; Cleveland, 12.
urday. Any person may take these
Washington, 5; Chicago, 1.
examinations, as they are for teachNew York, id; Detroit, 5.
ers' certificates.
Western League.
Denver,
Topeka, 14-Sioux City, 12; St. Joseph, 5.
Omaha, 1; Des Moines, 8.
Lincoln, 11; Wichita, 1.

BALL

ON FRIDAY

ENROLLMENT
NEARLY
THREE
TIMES 'WHAT IT WAS IN
FALL OF 1910

American League
Washington at Chicago; clear.
Philadelphia at St. Louis; clear.
New York at Detroit; clear.
Boston at Cleveland; clear.

IliflT
AFFAIR IN HONOR OF GOVERNOR
AND OFFICERS IS TO BE ELABORATE FUNCTION

The governor's and officers' ball
is to be given at the Commercial
club rooms Friday night will be a
big affair, according to the present
plans that are being worked out The
dance will be attended by all Las Vegas society. Governor McDonald and
by all the officers of the state militia.
af
This ball, which Is a
fair, has always proven to be enjoyable. The officers, garbed in their
handsome uniforms, make a splendid
showing, while Las Vegas society always turns out in its best.
The music will be the best in the
city and with the newly finished floor
at the Commercial club the many dancers will have a most enjoyable evening before them when they arrive early Friday night. Elaborate arrangements have been made by the commit
tee In chage of the affair and Secretary Stark anticipates that everybody
present will spend an enjoyable

that

semi-annu-

Subscribe for The Optic.

6--

American Association.
Milwaukee,

12.

10; Louisville,

Minneapolis, 8; Columbus, 3.
St. Paul,
Indianapolis,
Kansas City,
Toledo,
3--

l

STANDING OF THE CLUBS

k&:

,V
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National League
Club
New York

Philadelphia
Pittsburgh

.

Won

Lost

Pet.

57.

26

.47

32
39
41
42

.687
.595
.530
.518

-

44
44
37
36
34

Chicago
Brooklyn

Boston
St. Louis
Cincinnati

-

.33

46
52
54

American League
Won Lost
62
26
Philadelphia ,
T50
42

37
38
43
43

Detroit

SY

57

St. Louis
New York

37
28

57
57

52
50

Washington
Chicago - Boston

.

)f
'

Pet.

Club

Cleveland

'

.468
.439
.395
.379

.584
.568

Denver

Des Moines
Lincoln
the
advalorem
system
Denouncing
adopted in" the bill as a substitute Lincoln for specific duties, Senator Burton Omaha declared that It was objectionable be- St. Joseph
cause it meant a heavier burden on Topeka
the consumer and a smaller burden Sioux City
when prices are low; suat it affords Wichita

60
50
47
47
46
44

29

....37

39
42
42
45
45
49

37

6i

1

.

36,n, 66

.528
.505
.494
.430
.416
.

1

.891,

temptation for undervaluation rand
fraud and that it works to the disad- - NEW YORK
New .York, July 21. Improvement
vantage of the American manufacturer who must buy raw material in sentiment, arising largely from
abroad.
betterment in the foreign monetary
situation, was again a factor today.
London bought 5,000 to 100,000 shares
Next Wednesday evening at the principally Steel and "Union Pacific,
Elks' club the Peons and the Progres- and local traders helped the movement
sives will bowl. The Peons, with all hy moderately large purchases of these
their fame, hope this time to end for- and other leaders, including Eeadina:
ever the careers of their progressive and Can. According to gossip, a bull
pool of formidable proportions has
opponents.
been organized Steel.
The market closed strong. The final hour was again marked by a deBOOOSTING GOOD ROADS
Jefferson City, Mo., July 21. Gov- gree of dullness, and although prices
ernor Major issued a proclamation to- shaded a trifle In the more activei isand sues, gains were well maintained.
day setting apart Wednesday
CS
Thursday as public holidays to be Amalgamated Copper
.109
American Sugar, bid
known as Good Roads days.
STOCK-EXCHAN-

974

Atchison

108

Northern Pacific
Reading

:

Southern Pacific
Union Paclfio
United States Steel
United States Steel, pfd

100
92
148
57
106

'

helps a whole lot in starting
the day right. Why not send your husband off smiling to withstand the fret and
fatigue of a hot day at the of fice? The best
assurance of delxious coffee is to make it
an Electric Percolator.
in ideal fashion-ti- n
An Electric Percolator is the most convenient way, too, because you can use it right
at the breakfast table. If your home is
wired for Electric Light and you have not
an Electric Percolator, you are overlooking
a decided convenience that you and your 1
family are bound to appreciate. - -

.674
.662
.528

.

i.

Good coffee

.538
.494
.594
.394
.329

Western League "' ' "' ;,;
Won - Lost " Pet.

Club

f

Delicious Coffee

.rt)5

'

You may use an old favorite recipe and the best of materials and make it
- carefully, the oven may be iust right, yet you will have a failure it
one to leaven it properly
i he Power behind the Doueh
is not- therleht
- w
w -

-

is

ly."

Such, he said, was not the case,
the disposition "to restrict trade
among nations and to grant access
to markets only on rendering concessions in return," being on the in
crease. Senator Burton declared that
the democrats had framed a bill
which literally tears to pieces the fiscal policy of the nation, in order to
,
"HARVEY'S"
satisfy the craving of the lowering of
the cost of living and to justify the
Famous mountain ranch: 31st sea
declaration of the party platform that son. Old management; old rates. Car- . , .t
the chief cause of the high cost of nage out every, roi"iuay.
Leave orliving was "the existing
protective ders at Murphey's or Plaza hotel

ACCOUNTS

Afi
r

Electi ic, Percolator is Quick
aha Economical0
, ...

kr,
The operation of an Electric Percolator is
very simple. AH you have to do is to put
,

water into the pot, the coffee into the container, and turn on the current. Percolation commences in less than one minute

and the coffee is made without boiling
hence, delicious coffee without injurious
elements. Its simplicity of construction
and rapid heating qualities make it especially desirable.

The Las Vegas
f

LiIif & Power

Company

v.

iA3

BIX

ing the tall end of

the matter gets

a country newspaper.
he read:

The Deep Lake Hunting and Fishing club has leased the lak known
as the Deep lake, which Is located'
south of the La Jara take of this
group of Kroenlg's lakes of the Ten
Lakes Land company. No person will
be allowed to hunt or fish upon this
property except members of the club,
and all persons going there must be
prepared to show a membership card
In this organization. Otherwise they
will be arrested for trespassing.
THE DEEP LAKE HUNTING AND
FISHING CLUB.

VICE

-

y

.

hydra-hcude-

jSB;

'

I

the Floor.
Ibreath (although the rest of us had)
ihe found himself in front of a case
Bud's Stick Wat on

'with great "takes" of tax-lis- t
copy In
Ifront of him and old Bently purring
jthlngs about a bonus on all strings exceeding a given amount per day.
Bud had been at work about three
(days when he gave the Palladium the
jscoop which made him famous In the
'

and which cost old Bently nis
valuable services bo far as that particular tax list was concerned.
Each afternoon just before the
jpaper went to press Bud was pulled
iof the tax list and used to help out In
the last grand rush before press time.
Naturally he caught the last end ot
Ithe limited telegraph service enjoyed
!by the Palladium.
On the particular day In question he
Icaught a dispatch from Omaha at
most the last dispatch before "30."
For a moment there was the swift
iclick ot the types, when a crash that
(drew every eye In the room. Bud's
Wstlck" was on the floor, Its contents
l"pied" and Bud was hanging onto the
lease with trembling hands and a face
teo white as to give grave cause tor the
most serious apprehensions.
"What's the matter?" yelled the
foreman Jumping toward him. "Sick?"
"No," replied Bud, bracing up with
a great effort and a sickly smile.
V .Tust dizzy a bit.
Reckon I cut out
the booze too suddenly. I'm all right
cow."
(Copyright, by Daily Story Pub. Co.)
Ha picked up his stick and started
over again and never had the types
A Supreme Monarch.
clinked bo fast In the Palladium office
Harassed Author
(annoyed by the
before. Evidently, we thought, Bud
Have you told
'was trying to make good and recover barking of a dog)
your mistress that dog must be made
t he lost time.
Pome minutes later the foreman to stop barking?
Servant Please, sir, mlstreBS says
' cvited:
doesn't matter now that baby's
it
Williams!
in
Where
"You, there,
awake. Punch.
b!;izes is that last telegraph story?
.You're stickln' the rag."
Lack of Appreciation.
"In a minute," replied Bud steadily
d his nimble fingers moved faster
"Everybody likes to Bee his name
In print."
'ban ever.
"Yes," replied Miss Tottie Twinx,
Presently he dumped his last stick-- ;
fill on the galley and without a word "hut do you know, gome of those
dukes and earls don't seem a bit grateput on his coat and went out.
I
ful for ths way we show girls rescue
A moment later Bently had the
was sMne it the hasty read thnm from abwvritv.."

loffice

OPTIC

73he

LOBBY

MI

CHAPMAN

c'iub

which are the two northernmost of th group of Kroenlg's lakes
of the Ten Lakes Land company. No
Gus I got snubbed by that girl at person will he allowed rf hunt or
the men's furnishing department. I fish upon this property except memasked for a standing collar, and wink- bers of tho
club, and all persons goed and smiled at her, and
must
there
be prepared to show
ing
Tom Well?
a
in this organizacard
membership
Gus And got turned down.
tion.
Otherwise they will be arrested for trespassing.
JUST A JEST
THE LA JARA HUNTING

A
ADVEP-

-

TISEMENTS

A.

RHEUMATISM

W.

Meets second aa
sm
evehlni
Thursday
month at vv. o W. Hall. TljItiBi
brothers cordially invited. Howard
T. Davis, Dictator; J. ThornhilL
Secretary

M.- -

Regular communication first and
third Thursday In
each month. Vliitinj
brothers cordially In-

fourth

Wm. P. Mills,

H. S .Van Petten, Secretary.

M

cents per line each insertion.
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
No ad to occupy less space than two
All
lines
advertisements
charged
will be booked at space actually set
without regard to number of words.
Cash In advince preferred.,
Five

Ml

first
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
Tuesday of the month In the vestr
r
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
roomB of Temple Monteflore at I
conclave pc. d Tue-i-..- "
o'clock p m. Visiting brothers ar
Isaac Appel
tnvired
day In each month at
cordially
Temple at 7:3 p. m. G. H.
President, Charles Greenclay, 8e
KlnkeL K. C; Chaa. Tamme. Reretary.
corder.
Reg-f!'kla-

Ma-con- lo

.

LAS VEGAS
AL ARCH

CLUB.

CHAPTER NO. 8, ROY
MASONS Regular, con
vocation first Monday In

AND THE HEART

O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
Meets every Monday evening al
tWr hall on Sixth street All vlsl
lng brethren cordially Inr'ted to a
tend. F. D. Fries. N G.; Gu
Lehman, V. G.; T. M. Eiwood
1.

each month at Masonic
Temple at T:S0 f. m. H.
B. Hubbard, H. P.: F. O.
Blood, Secretary.

Don't overlook the grave fact that
rheumatism easily "settles In the
heart," and disturbs the valvular action. The cure consists In removing
the cause. Foley Kidney Pills so tone
up and strengthen the kidneys that
they keep the blood free of poisons
and uric acid crystals, that cause rheumatism, swollen joints, backache, uri
nary irregularities and disturbed heart WANTED
action.
Try them. 0. G. Schaefer

E. R08EN WALD LODGE NO.
O. of B. B. Met
every

J

I.

lakes,

AND FISHING

CAFE

LODGE NO. 2. A. F. A L. O. O, MOOSE

cited.

CLASSIFIED

TOR

AND

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

C O LUM.
RATES

RESTAURANT

SHORT ORDERS AN D RtGULAR DINNERS
THE BEST GOODS OBTAIN. AH LE ALWAYS HANDLED

NOTICE.

Jara Hunting and Fishing
has leased the La Jara and Tip

The La

Secretary; Karl Wertz. Treasurer;
C. V. Hed!cook, cemetery truster

HANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E. MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
8. Meets first and third Fridays
Meet in the Forest of Brotherly
at 7: SO p. m. In Uasonlo Templo,
Love at Woodmen of the World
Mrs. J. O Rutledte. Wortky MahalL on the second and fount
tron; Mrs. Junes Tripp, Secretary.
Mondays of each month at 8 p. m
C. H Stewart, Consul; G. Laemmle.
A good ranch hand. Steady
Telephone UaU SZ.
Z. W. Montague, Local D3
work.
Clerk;
Maurice,
Harry
Sapello.
and Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD NO.
uty. Visiting members are espe102 Mes every Monday night at
cially wolcome and cordially invlv
If a substitute Is offered you for WANTED Girl for general houseO. R. C. Hall, on Dougla avenue.at
ed.
work. 1102 Eighth street.
Phone
Foley Kidney Pills, it means a cheap? o'clock
er medicine is pressed upon you for
Visiting members are
Vegas 202.
',
the dealer's profit, not yours. Foley
cordially welcome. J. C. Wertz, KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECURKidney Pills may cost the dealer WANTED
ITY Council No. 2390 Meets In W.
president; J. T. Buhler secretary;
Competent
stenographer
more than a cheap substitute, but
C. H. Bally, treasurer.
O. W. hall, Sixth street, on the first
othoffice
and
In
own
clerk
Answer
than
better
results
any
they give
and third Mondays of each month,
Spectator (at Marathon race to er kidney and bladder medicine. Ask
handwriting. J.' B. Optic office.
runner far behind) Hurry up you'll for Foley Kidney Pills. O. G. SchaeB
P. O. ELKS Meets second and
at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and Lafer and Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
win yet.
fourth Tuesday evening of each
dies always welcome. O. L. Flers-ma- n
Runner Shut up! I don't belong to
on Ninth street
Elks
home
month
President; A. D. Tillman, Fin
that bunch in front I'm the first man
broth-ersaravenue.
and
Visiting
Douglas
KVS
A.TTOKN
ancier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, local
of another bunch behind.
FOR SALE Bran and ground barley
Invited. Gov. Wm.
908 Jackson avenne; Z. W.
cordially
deputy,
for feed, at Trambley Roller Mills
ConD.
W.
1.
Exalted
Ruler;
Mills,
HUNKER & HUNKS
UNKIND
Montague, assistant deputy, 1011
east of the power house.
don. Secretary.
Sixth street. East Las Vegas, N. M.
George H. Hunker Chester A. H
.
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MAIN I.

Wanted

for

Attorneys-at-La-

New

Lib Vegas

jii

DENTISTS

FOR

SALE

&aie

Good milch

cow.

In- -

COUN-CIKNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS,
second
304.
and
Meets
NO.
HmlL
O.
R.
in
C.
fourth
Thursday
TWO BEST live stock ranches In
Pioneer building.
Visiting memCuba, 100,000 and 9,000 acres;
Richard
Invited.
are
bers
cordially
and 5,000 dollars personal propG. K.; Frank Angel, T. B.
Devlne,
erty go with land; prices extremely
low; terms easy. T. C. Lee, San
NO.
I
LODGE
DORADO
EL
Cristobal, Cuba.
KNIGHTS OF PY
TH I AS Meets ev
FOR SALE Our automobi'ie,
fully

L

quire at Optic.

125,-00-

OR.

B. HUXMANN

F.

Dentist
Dental work of any des':r'pM,
mod era re prices
Room 1 Center Mock. Tel. Mali:
'
F.ast Las Veas, N. M

LOCAL TIME CARD

0

'

EAST BOUND
Arrive
epn
:1B
r.
No. 2.. . 8:10 p. m
11:05 p.
.11:05 p. m
No. 4
2:10 a
2:05 a. m
No. S..
2:1
m
.
1:45
.
10.
No.
p.
.

.

ry Monday even
WEST BOUND
tag In Castle Hall
Professional Health Culture for Ladl
I
1:20 p. m..... 1:48 i
.
No.
Vialtlns:
Kn'Kiiti
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
8:15 a.
a. m
6:10
No.
J...
lnvlt
I tre cordially
General Massage, Hair and Scan
4:30 p.
4:20 p. m
No.
fed.
7...
Chas
Llehacs
treatment Facia! Massagt, Manlcur
7:00 p.
m
6:35
...
No.
p.
Chancelloi
ner,
FOR RENT Desirable housekeeping
Plaza Hotel.
'4
Commander.
Hairy
rooms with sleeping porch. 1030
Office hours 1:30 p m. to 3:30 p to
ry Martin, Keeper of Records anC
Fifth street.
Subscribe for The Optic.
Harold I .hear you are to be mar
Seal.
ried in the near future.
FOR RENT Furnished rooms, 217
Perclval Yaws, the weport Is twue,
CARRIAGE
AUTOMOBILE,
Railroad avenue; railroad men predoncher know.
AMD
ferred. Mrs. G. E. Rusby.
Harold And are you going to hav
CRYSTAL-ICSIGN PAINTING
your trousseau made In Paris?
N. O.
MAN FOR RENT Seven room nouse and
From Distilled Water Free from Bacteria or Germs of any
USUAL THING
large barn. Mrs. Roman Moya.
429 GRAND AVE.
despription No impurities, no air, nothing: but Pure Ice.
FOR RENT Cheap, two four room
20c per 100 lbs
2000 lbs or more, each delivery
TTIX3 YOO HM ITJ
C
houses on Eleventh street. Call 307
25c per 100 lbs
1000 to 2000 lbs, each delivery
Eleventh or Phone Main 176.
40c per 100 lbs
200 to 1000 lbs, each delivery
50c per 100 lbs
50 to 200 lbs, each delivery

f 500.

equipped, many extras;
Pura Co.

Agua

Fcr Rant

Old Bently stared at the proof with
unseeing eyes for some minutes after
finishing it. He was aroused by an
outburst from the foreman who feared
not even the old man when It came to
his dally race with the clock. "Where's
that last proof!" he shouted.
"It's O. K.; let it go," replied old
Bently slowly.
It was more than two years before
we saw Bud Williams again and when
he came In everybody gasped in surprise. He was sober, clean and
and bore himself with an air
of quiet dignity totally foreign to the
Bud of the old days. He went straight
to old Bently who was bending over
the forms trying to show the foreman
how to get 30 inches of advertising
next to 24 inches of reading matter.
"Ain't got a case today nothing do
ing," he growled as he looked up.
"Don't want a case," replied buq.
pulling a great wad of banknotes from
his pockets. "I have saved enougn to
put a monument over Mary's grave
and and I though you might be
willing to go over to Omaha and help
me do it I don't know much about
Cv-such things."
There was dead silence in the shop.
Joax My brother went fishing yes
The audacity of the thing was para- terday.
Hoax How many did he brln
lyzing. The old man gazed at Bud In
a startled sort of way for a minute.
back?
"I'll do it," he said. "Meet me at
"About half a dozen."
"Perch?"
in the morning and
the eight-thirt"No. Fish stories."
I've got plenty of transportation."
When he returned old Bently told
BACK-FENC- E
GOSSIP
of the beautiful shaft of pure white
marble they had selected and the simple and eloquent Inscription Bud had
ordered upon it
A week later the dispatches told of
the suicide of a printer named Guy
Williams who had shot himself on his
wife's grave over which he had Just
erected a beautiful and costly monument.
well-dresse- d

he

I

sunny-haire-

alia-teian-

MONDAY, JULY 21, 1913.
NOTICE.

TOO BAD

on

This is what

Omaha, Feb. 19. (Special.) Tne body
of a woman wai found by the police this
morning In a nearly empty room In the
She evidently had
Blank tenement
of liungrcr and cold. There wai no
jThe Tramp Printer's Common- -j died
Are In the room and no ulgna of food.
The woman had been there only a few
place "Take" and Story Hs
days and none of the neighbors knew
who she was or where she came from.
Added Thereto.
There was nothing- on her person to Indicate her name or Identity with the ex
ception of a worn sold ring probably a
By DANIEL SERGIL.
ring Inscribed on ths Inside,
When Bud Williams blew Into the wedding Guy."
She was a woman about
"Mary
cold
winter
one
day
office
Palladium
35
and bore evidences of having once
an
effusiveness been a beautiful woman, although hardlie was received with
sorrow had left deep marks
which nearly took him off his feet. ship and
upon her. Her hair once was a sunny
fcN'ot that Bud did not understand the
brown, but was heavily streaked with
situation. Only It was rather unusual. gray. Her eyes were a vioiei oiue. iiie
not
body was taken to the county morgue.
Jle knew that old Bently did
to ascertain
over his appearance because ot The police are attempting
her identity.
was
editor
the
that
but
love
fcrotherly
Underneath this commonplace disvery shy of printers.
'
Bud was no stranger In the Palla- patch Williams had placed a dash and
dium office. Indeed, it was one of hia added this:
stops. He invariably came (as
In connection with the above case the
fee arrived In all the other towns on
has ascertained that there lies
Els somewhat extensive route) In a Palladium
back of it a bitter tragedy. The woman
Estate of mental, moral and physical once was
Mary Bell and lived near Ham
He generally ilton, O., with her parents on a comlort-abl- e
nd financial collapse.
there came Into
farm. One
got a case at once as he was a ligh- her life a young day named Guy Wilprinter
two liams. He was master
or
In
a
week
and
of hiB trade and
compositor
ting
fwould knock out strings that would able to make the best of wages paid In
d
the
the regular fellows green with his line. Hewonwooed
her. The young couple
maiden and
nvy. But when he got his money
started out under the most favorable
attached
Kenerally at the end ot the first week, auspices. They were devotedly man
was
and the young
to one
purely at the end of the second well, able to another
In
lived
so
earn
they
enough
lhat was the end of him for the pre- comfort even luxury. From his savings
sent He flagged John Barleycorn at a home was built and paid for and the
future stretched out before them with no
jonce and never wavered In hla
until all his money waa gone, apparent shadow across the golden
promises.
pt which time the chances were he But thero was a siuu'ow and It fell
in the veins of
before
hauled
to
be
condition
in
too soon. SUinihrvin
all
(was
the young r.::n was tile curse of the
Ihe police magistrate and receive a
?
am!
miethlng more
api. 'e
sentence on the stone pile or, If aalcoholic
sort of natm-.i- depravity not to be actwo
(the lockup was crowded, be given
nsonablo hypothecounted for en any
d
demon awoke
liours to get out ot town. Then we sis. This
his own. With
for
and claimed Williams
see him no more tor months.
would
'
the
sure
young
printer slid down
rapidity
On this particular occasion he was the wretched path to dishonor, misery
more ragged, disreputable and ghastly and bestiality. The earnings became less
used In his debauches. The
tcan usual certainly not an object to and were
went presently and they lived Brst
e welcomed with high honors. But home
In flats then In tenements.
ld Bently had Just had the tax list
With the fatuous loyalty of womankind
her
(dumped upon him and had two print- Mary clung to the sweetheart of lead
Now and then she would
ers sick at home and was In a great youth.
him to abandon his ways and then would
fetew.
For he It known to the unin ensue some weeks of happiness and hope
news
but ultimately he would return to his
itiated the tax list In a country
of clay and the brave woman would
paper office Is a most Important thing Idols
begin again her efforts to reclaim him.
Eiol only as regards the great emoluHer parents died and her small patriments therefrom, but also because It mony soon went the way of the rest
Finally he was unable to hold a Job In
Is a big job of typesetting and abso- the
town where they always had lived
furtherand
must
be
correct,
lutely
and was compelled to go away to find
must appear promptly at the
work. This was easy enough because of
tnore, time.
his unusual skill but he was unable to
a Job but a short time and soon beSo It happened that old Bently greet- hold
came a
printer, wandering from
brother and be- town to tramp
ed Bud aB a long-los- t
town, picking up work enough
his
alive and In liquor. At
himself
to
had
fore the latter
fairly caught
keep
first he sent a little money to her from
time to time but finally ceased even to do
this.
Btlll loyal to him she started after htm
and followed him from town to town, living, heaven knows how. Once In a while
she would prevail on hiB better nature
and he would try to be decent for a few
days or weeks but these periods never
lasted long and became more and more
Infrequent.
At last she has found rest and peace
while somewhere on this earth the guilty
wretch who threw away her priceless
love, broke her heart and murdered her
as surely as though he had plunged a
knife into her, wanders in shame and
degradation, despised of men, hating
himself, without hope, without
too craven to end his miserable existence and yet suffering the torments of
the damned every minute he lives, it is
doubtful if even the knowledge of the
death of his victim will have further
effect than to move him to a moment of
maudlin tears.
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FOR RENT Cheap, seven room stone
house at 16 Grand avenue. Call
307 Eleventh street or Phone Main

FLOUR
It 's giving you
a present for doing something
ny
you 'd do
when
you
way
learn how Much
Better EMPRESS

FLOUR realfy

is.

Made by GERMAN PROCESS
ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
STAMPS
FIVE
BRINGS YOU THE
SPOON
IT 'S
v
GENUINE WM.
ROGERS &

SONS'OAA
STANDARD

SILVER
FRENCH- GREY (STERLING) FINISH

tained

in this city

EMPRESS
can be ot- 9
from
.

ALL GROCERS

Las Vegas Ice & Storage Co.

1200 Lincoln Ave

Phone Main 227

176.

FOR RENT
Mil.

Five room cottage on
Phone Purple 5301.

Lost

EMPRESS

.,,

First Cat I wonder if my master
has missed me since we eloped?
Second Cat
Quite likely. He
missed me Just before we eloped,
while 1 was calling for you. The way
he throws a water pitcher Is some
thing laughable.

v

m
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LOST Between Schaefer's drug store
and telephone office, pearl ear ring.
Return to 722 Fifth street and receive reward.

RETAIL PRICES

WILL TRADE Irrigated land near
Springer for Las Vegas real estate;
also 120 acres In Kansas for New
Mexico property. Box 111, City.
The Difference Between "The Summer
Girl" and "The Summer Woman"
While the former Is having a "good
time" the latter is too often dragging
around nervous, run down, tired out
with aching back and weary limbs
sltepless and wretched. Ofteti it Is
kidney trouble not female trouble and
Foiey Kidney Pills are a direct and
O. S.
pcMtive help for the condli-'otSehnefer and Red Cross Drug Store,
-- Adv.
When the baby is suffering the dou
ble affliction of hot weather and howel disorders, the remedy needed Is Mc- CEE'S BABY ELIXIR. It reduces the

feverish condition, corrects the stomach and checks looseness of the how-els- .
Price 25c and 50c per bottle.
Sold by Central Drug Co. Adv.
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Harvesters, Storers, and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
lasting Qualities ot Which Have Made Las Vegas Famous.
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OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE
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AGUA PURA COMPANY

filisceHatscous

CHICHESTER

20c
25c
30c
40c
50c

2,000 lbs-- , or More, Each Del very
1,000 lbs., to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs. Each Dslivery
50 lbs., to 200 lbs., Each Delivery
Less than 50 lbs., Each Dslivery

Classified adj. search out the people to whom among al!
those who MIGHT BUY the particular thing it worth most.
'

WORTH MOST to
That property you want to sell
who reads the ads. in till aeirspaper and would sever- he
your property unless It were advertised here.
1

Others, who read and answer ads. In this newspaper want
are anxious tc pay eash tor) books, automobiles, used machinery
and furniture, article of ssetulness of any sort, and musical .
struments.
' As the classified ads. ere read by all
possible buyers, of all
slble sorts of thlnss, they have corns to be finders of the best
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it seemed to be a monologue Kurt
was delivering.,
His questions were
CHAPTER I Gloria Kerr, a motherless
but he made no sirn that
ftirl who has spent most of her life at answered,
school, arrives at her father's home in he heard. His remarks were delivered
Belmont. David Kerr Is the political boss at random, and he never took his gaze
of the town and is anxious to prevent his
from the fire, except the one time he
daughter learning of his real character.
had looked about the room to note
CHAPTER II Kendall, representing the
Chicago packers, is negotiating with the contrast of the present with the
;Judge Gilbert, Kerr's chief adviser, for a time when Gilbert had first come to
n
valuable franchise. They fear the
of Joe Wright, editor of the reform Belmont.
" 'Bout that time you wanted to
paper.
git
to a mighty nice girl."
married
From
(Continued
Saturday)
"Yes, that was about the time I was
'

8YNOPSIS.

oppo-isltio-

CHAPTER

III.

As Judge Gilbert was about to
r
his front door, having accompanied Mr. Kendall as far as the gate,
He saw a
carriage stop in front of the
House.
The man who got out and
en-:e-

came up the walk he recognized Instantly. None the less he did' not walk
like the David Kerr of yesterday; he
seemed in every motion as he came
into the light cast by the porch lamp
to be the David Kerr of ten years
hence. Realizing that only something
unusual could bring the master of
Locust Lawn out at night, and to his
house, too, the lawyer went down the
porch steps to meet his visitor.
"Good evening, Mr. Kerr," was Gilbert's greeting. "This Is an unexpected pleasure."
"Evening, Amos. Can I see you
alone? I don't want to be Interrupted."
"We can go Into the library. No
one will disturb us there."
To this Kerr made no reply.
He
tolled heavily up the steps and into
the house. Gilbert's surprise Increased
on finding, when his visitor removed
his overcoat, that he had on evening
clothes. It was more an intuitive feeling than observation which made Gilbert understand how uncomfortable
the boss found hta unaccustomed raiment.
As Kerr walked through the hall
and into the library, his own thoughts
did not weigh so heavily upon him as
to prevent him from satisfying his
curiosity by gazing about him. It
was the first time in his life that he
bad ever set foot in Gilbert's house.
The invitation had been extended
many times, but Kerr knew his social
limitations and had always refused.
The judge pushed forward a big
leather chair and Into it Kerr dropped
without a word. His hands rested
listlessly on the arms of his chair, the
bosom of his shirt was rumpled and
bulged out of his waistcoat, his
breath came heavy and fast, and he
gazed dully at the fire in the grate.
Gilbert had never seen him in such
a condition before. Until now he had
always been the man of iron, accept
ing his many triumphs and his few
minor defeats in the same imperturbable manner.
"I tried to get you by telephone
several times today," Gilbert began.
"I know it, but I wasn't in the mood
for nothln'." The very tone in which
he spoke betrayed that fact.
"I promised Kendall I'd call you up
in regard to the new franchise he's
anxious for you to support."
"That'll keep."
"I told him that personally I could
not be interested."
This drew no answer from the boss.
Gilbert made no further attempt at
making conversation and for a time
the two men sat in silence. When
Kerr launched his first question it
eeemed apropos of nothing.
"How long you been in Belmont,
i

Arnos ?"

elected prosecuting attorney."
"Exactly," then after a pause, "and
you got married.
Gilbert could not understand the
drift of the conversation, but he recognized that Kerr was reviewing the
past step by step.
"Then I gave up my desk in your
office, and moved to the courthouse."
"But you still came to see me,
Ames."
This was said as quietly as had
been his previous remarks. " Taken
by itself it was a harmless utterance,
but in connection with what had gone
before it was of great significance.
Yes, Amos Gilbert, the rising young
prosecuting attorney, had gone to see
David Kerr after he had moved his office to the courthouse. The boss let
that remark sink in well before he
asked.
"After, that how long was you on
"Six years."
"Is that so! I hadn't an idee It
was that long, What made you give
that up?"
"I had a family on my hands and
needed more money.
I didn't run
again, you remember, because I wanted to be attorney for the new street
railway company."
Kerr seemed to be revolving something in his mind, for it was some
time before he reminded Gilbert of a
step In ,his rise which he had not
mentioned.

"I thought you was lawyer for one
of them crowds that was flghtin' for
a franchise."

"Well, we got the franchise."

That was what Kerr wanted to
bring out.
"Exactly. And you're still their lawyer."
"Yes."
"And for the water company,"
mused Kerr. "And for the 'lectric
1
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at

hat?"

"Yes, very well. I paid you two
dollars a week for desk room in a
corner of your real estate office In
that same, old office you still have on
Fifth street."
"That's what I charged you but I
don't guess you've got a receipt for
every week. Was it you or Bill Stoner
in them days used to use my big atlas
for a ironin' board?"
"Both of us, I believe."
Kerr moved restlessly in his chair,
then went on.
"Many's the time I've opened that
book to show a man the plat of an
addition and out would drop your
other handkerchief. I guess the mirror
in your room wasn't big enough to
hold a handkerchief on your wash
day." He looked about the library,
absorbing its quiet elegance. "Things
mighty different now, ain't they?"
"Then" I was struggling to get a

Kerr seemed to throw al soo of
the gloom in which ha had apiicvred
to be wrapped as ho Interrupted thr
attorney.
"This time, Amos, I've come to sev
you; It's the first time I've ever been
in this house."
staiiUuM-ec'"Well Mr. Kerr
Gilbert
The boss pulled himself together ir
his chair, sat up straight and looked
at Gilbert.
"But you've got a telephone." Then
he added in a gentler tone: "That'.?
all right, Amos, I've always under
stood."
It seemed to be with an effort that he continued, "I'm goiuy to
tell you some things that you know,
and some things that you don't know,
and some you've guessed, and some
I've thought nobody'd ever hr.ve to
know. 'Bout the time you come here
I was married, and my wife died on
giving birth to a girl."
"Gloria."
"Yes, Gloria. I was just gUthi' Into
politics. Things might 'ava been different If my wife had lived. It didn't
seem long before there I was with a
big girl on my hands me, David
Kerr." The old feeling of power
surged through him as he added with
spirit, "If it had been a boy!"
This thought held him sileut for a
minute, and when he took up the
thread of his story again it was the
old weary tone.
"Well, it wasn't. There I was with
a girl on my hands. Her mother didn't
have any relatives. Her father was a
minister, same's my father was. i
didn't have anybody, either, I could
sead. hSi..tii,. .tj5th.pr ss. ISX'&A?.. i

I'

rose-colore- d

The hopelessness of Gilbert's tone
when he declared Gloria would learn
the truth if she remained roused Kerr
to his old self. When he had entered
the room he seemed crushed beyond
recovery. Now he suddenly developed
ail the spirit, all the calm resourcefulness, which he had ever displayed
when listening to the report of some
political revolt which would call forth

Gilbert's brain went through a se- light company. And you still come to
ries of rapid thought transitions in see me, Amos."
an effort to divine whither the ques"Why, yes, Mr. Kerr, I'm not untion led. He was accustomed to Kerr's mindful of "

interrogatory methods, but everything
was so out of the ordinary this evening that he tried his best to fathom
the boss's purpose, before, in his usual
Indirect fashion, he disclosed the object of his visit. The question was
one easily answered, albeit with some
surprise.
"Why, a little more than twenty
years."
Kerr continued to gaze into the fire,
seemingly oblivious to his surroundings. Gilbert could not have sworn
that the boss had heard him reply.
Then came another question, still
seemingly apropos of nothing.
"Remember your first office after
you quit keeping it in the top of your

was more than embarrassing. Gilbert
recognized that it was tragic. Kerr
never mentioned his daughter, and
Belmont had almost forgotten her
existence. Much that the boss had
told the lawyer was news to him.
Gloria Kerr, the little girl, had been
allowed to slip out of his mind and
he had come to regard the political
leader, just as every one' else did, as
a thing apart as a power almost as
impersonal as the force of gravity or
the freezing of water. The easy boss
was regarded as just as much a Bel
mont fixture as was the river which
flowed past the town, and those good
people who laid aside the
spectacles of Belmont's laissez
faire doctrine felt that it would be
list as easy to remove one as the
other.
The lawyer in Gilbert now rose to
the surface and he began to question
Kerr just as he would a client. The
girl was here. The only thing now
to discuss was what to do with her.
"She can't help but learn the truth!"
Gilbert exclaimed at last.
He sank back In his chair, over
come by the weight of the problem.
On the wall, where he could see It,
hung the picture of his own daughter,
Julia, now away at school, and the
bitterness of the whole thing was
brought home to him all the more
poignantly because, he, too, was a
father.

( f&ZMr

His Remarks Were Delivered
Random.

time my "house
even in the country warn't a fit place
for a child specially . girl. So I
sent her away to school and she ain't
been back since, t reckon Belmont's
forgot about her. I gave her plenty
of money, but she never knew anything of my transactions. She thinks
I made it all in real estate."
"Then she doesn't know "
"That's the hell of it she don't"
Kerr could sit still no longer. He
pulled himself out of his chair and
stood with his back to the fire and
directly facing Gilbert. "All these
years I've acted a lie. I've made Gloria
believe I'm the leading man in Belmont. I am but not in the way she
thinks. It Wasn t because I loved her;
I can't say I do, 'cause, I don't know
her well. I ain't been east "to see her
for a couple of years. It was pride
made me tell her that; that's what it
was, pride. I wanted my girl to have
what I'd missed. I didn't want her
to know."
He lapsed Into silence, which he
finally broke himself with the explanatory remark: '
"Gloria thinks I'm the social leader
of Belmont; that the whole , town
hangs breathless on what I say shall
be the fashion at pink teas."
"Hasn't she often wanted to come
back?"
Kerr was not to be hurried. He
began to pace up and down in front
of the fireplace. When he paused,
the lawyer, to secure a continuation
of the story, said: '
"Well?"
"This morning she came home."
Now Judge Gilbert understood; yet
he could scarcely believe it possible.
"What! Gloria here!"
Yes, here," echoed Kerr. "Come
home, that's what she calls it. She's
been visiting school friends since she
came back from Japan, and had just
started to California when the party
fell through when they'd got to St
Louis. So she jumped on the train
and came to Belmont unannounced
t surprise me."
So here was Gloria in Belmont It

.

hitherto latent strength.
"She mu3t not know," he replied
with all his old dominance.
"Listen
to me, Amos Gilbert that girl must
be recognized.
I know what people
say of me, and I've abided by the verdict. I ain't been no hypocrite. I've
played a man's game, and I've dealt
with rr.en. I ain't asked nothin' of
ycur wor,:cn folk, but now I do. 'I'm
bri Hiring Belmont a girl any of you
could be proud of. She's got to. be
took up by the right people I've kept
hor away all these years, and she
d n't know my story, and I don't intend she shall. She'y the equal of any
girl in Belmont, and, by God, she'll
have an equal chance."
'What can I do?" asked Gilbert.
It was for this Kerr had waited.
It was for this moment that he had
c, Jlrd the past to mind.
He had
wanted Gilbert to have before him
the many obligations under which he
rested. It is true that he could hav
commanded, but he was too much the
easy boss to issue orders where he
could hold forth a glittering reward
as the price of valuable services. To
the ward heeler, the word of the boss
in a fetish to be blindly
worshiped.
To his few leading lieutenants the
camwand is coated with sugar which
bis a negotiable value. Gilbert having asked what he could do brought
Kerr at once to the arrangement he
had planned whereby the lawyer
would profit through the introduction
of Miss Kerr to society.
"I've made bargains all my life,
Amos, tonight I make one with you.
Prosecuting attorney, judge, corporation counsel, with all the money

you've made

to
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leisure", travel, friends abroad. "in
sured future. I can give them to v
I, David Kerr; and I will on
condition, uioria Kerr must ham the
pliice she thinks is hers in I'.rlw.,
....
.
,3
no- yausuu
tu mi me lawyer grain'
tne importance and the value of such
an undertaking, and then disclosed
the means by which the fortune was
to be secured. If a man should ever
pay another out of his own pocket
for such a service he would be a
philanthropist and not a political
TT-

4.

Ii

leader; Kerr was certainly not the
former, and his life , training had
never caused him to separate a dollar
from his own bank account when he
could extract it wi'hout pain to him
from some one else.
"For this one thing," he exclaimed,
"I give freely into your hands any
franchise you may draw for the stockyards belt line railway. Disguise it
as a street railway line to run down
Maple avenue. Make what bargain
you like, five hundred thousand, a
million dollars, it's worth it. And always remember, I'm back of you."
The possibilities of the scheme
overwhelmed Gilbert.
What he was
to do for Kerr, even the fight for the
franchise, did not enter his mind. He
was busy thinking of the freedom he
could purchase in so short a time.
All that he had ever dreamed of could
be brought to pass. Kerr, who knew
almost to a dollar the financial standing of every man in Belmont, was
well aware that Gilbert had been hard
hit in several Stock exchange transactions, so badly In the last one that
he had called upon the boss for assistance. Yet he had just told ii?.u-dathat he w6uld have nothing '"more
to do with that kind of work. He had
begun to develop a conscience for
Julia's sake, perhaps, for his daughter's future and here came Kerr who
wanted him to go down once more
Into the maelstrom of shady politics
for the sake of his daughter.
His gratitude for what Kerr had
done for him was great enough to
cause him to do anything for Kerr's
daughter he could, but since the boss
had put it up to him and he bad back
of him all the boss's power, he began
to wonder why he should not accept
the opportunity to make a fortune
quickly. It had been held out to him
as meaning leisure, travel, friends
and a roseate future for his Julia. He
longed for those things for himself,
no less, and here was the chance of
his lifetime. He would know how to
make those Chicago schemers pay
well for the legal advice he would
give them.

"It won't be easy," said 'Gilbert
finally.

Kerr had won his first victory. The
lawyer had surrendered.
"That's why I came to you," was
the boss's answer, a reply charged
with subtle flattery. Gilbert really did

represent in his autocracy the best
element; a smug set, perhaps, but
still the best. To other lieutenants
were delegated hammer and tong
jobs; Gilbert was the Instrument
when finesse was required.
"There's a certain element, Mr.
Kerr, it will be hard to win over
that wholesale clique. You have no
direct dealing with the men, and
well that is you see, they don't
know you and they might not be interested In Gloria. They're a clan-

lot"
ive rought many a
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nish,

fight, Amos,

but never one like this. If it develops
into a real fight, I still hold the whip
hand." He raised his right arm men
acingly, his hand clenched to a pugna
cious fist "Let any silly girl sneer at
my daughter, let any ninny of a boy
be uncomplimentary, and I no sooner
hear of It than VV. put the screws on
and then God help 'em. They don't
Rnow me! Well, they may yet.
"When
Mrs. Gilbert meet
Gloria?"
"I brought her with me she's in
the carriage."
"She came with you!"
"Yes, I told her we were going to
the theater. Then we stopped here on
important business."
"Bring her in. I'll call Mri Gilbert."
While Kerr went for his daughter,
the lawyer called his wife into the li
brary and explained the situation to)
her as best he could in so brief a
time. He only told of Gloria's belief
in her father's social importance,
nothing of how he had promised to
introduce her. Of course his wife
would never know his wages for acting as Gloria's sponsor.
"What a remarkable thing to do!"
exclaimed Mrs. Gilbert when she finally realized Gloria's position.
"I think Kerr was crazy, Julia, ever
to start it, but here she is In our
house and we must help carry out the
i
deception."
"But Dr. and Mrs. Hayes?"
"Who made Hayes coroner?"
"But Mr. Wright? Will he meet
David Kerr?"
"Mr. Wright's our guest and he's a
gentleman, dear."
Here was something Gilbert had not
thought of. Perhaps fate was playing into his hands. He hoped so anyway. David Kerr would meet on neutral ground the man who had already
caused him nome uneasiness. Since
the boss never called on any one, and
since Wright surely would not go to
see him, this was, when all was said
and done, to be an Important meeting.
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Improve Your Complexion,
Your complexion as well a3 your
temper Is rendered miserable by a dis-

ordered IiYr and by constipation.
Take Chamberlain's Tablets and you
will improve them both. For sale by
all dealers Adv.
,

subscrip-

E

Cut out this coupon, write in your
name and address and the name of the
boy or girl to whom you want the
given and send it in to the OPTIC.
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At this Gilbert made a disparaging
gesture which caused Kerr to add, "in
fees with all the money you've made,
you still fall short of the riches that'll
purchase real freedom. I know how
you stand, and things are pretty much
in the balance.
"Think what it means to your
daughter, money." "As he spoke he

a2ta!d.
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WILL UNLOAD

iVIORNING

Get Your Order In Early

s Store

Try a dram or OIQ Taylor Bour
bon at tie Opera Bar. Adv.
The missionary tea of the Presby
terian Ladies League has been post
poned to July 23.

The Greater Las Vegas hand will
hold its regular weekly practice in the
city hall tonight Instead of tomorrow
night.

The Fraternal Brotherhood will
hold Its regular weekly meeting to
night. All visiting members are cordially invited to attend.
The Buen Tiempo club will dance
tonight in the Commercial club rooms.
A large attendance is expected anfl

a good time is assured.
Valerio of Las Vegas this
morning applied at the court house
for $2 as bounty upon a wild cat killed by him upon the mesa recently.
Procopio

Finch's Golden Wedding Eye, aged
in wood. Direct from the distillery
to you. At the Lobby, of course.
Adv.

YOU CAN GET

ICE COLD BUTTERniLK
AT THE CREAMERY
ANY TIME - 15c GALLON

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

GIRL

The public is invited to attend the
dance to be given Wednesday night
in the armory in honor of the members of the New Mexico National
Guard. N admittance will be charged.
W. O. Bourne of this city has taken
the agency for the Hupmobile. His
territory will extend over San Miguel,
and Mora counties. Mr.
Guadalupe
Bourne will run this agency in connection with the Ford agency.

The Rev. Mr. Runyan has accepted
an invitation from the ladies to give
a special address to them at the Pres
byterian church Wedne?day afternoon
at 3 o'clock. The subject of the ad
dress will be "The King's Jewel Cas
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Gross, Keliy & Co.
Sole Agents

at the
Late Saturday afternoon
of Our Lady of Sorrows on
plete.
the West side occurred the wedding
20c yard for best Table Oil
of Miss Guadalupe Sena and Mr. ThoCloth.
mas Gaynor of Washington, D. C. Rev.
75c
for ?1.25 Tennis Rackets.
Father Paul Gilberton, dean of the
45c for Tennis Balls.
'5c,
35c,
the
ceremony,
church, performed
5c for three Nest Eggs.
which was witnessed by a few of the
relatives' and friends of the couple.
5c for 3 dozen Clothes Pins.
Mrs. Gaynor is the daughter of Mr.
5c for Blue Seal Vaseline.
and Mrs. Trinidad Sena of Las Vegas,
5c for Glass Percolator Tops.
and a sister of Antonio T. Sena of
5c for Map'le Door Stops.
The Optic. Mr. Gaynor is a prominent
85c for $1.25 Galvanized Rural
civil engineer in the United States
Mail Boxes.
army and is stationed at Washington,
where he and his bride will reside.
See Dur Big Line of
Mrs. Gaynor has been employed for U
CAST ALUMINUM WARE
several years as a school teacher on
the West side. More recently she has
This Week at
been private instructor for the children of J. D. Hand of Los Alamos.
W
of
Mrs. Gaynor has a large circle
friends here, where she is known by
her Intimate acquaintances as "Pita."
Mr. Gaynor made the acquaintance
Opposite Y. M. C. A.
of his bride while here on a vacation
trip a year ago. The couple Intended
to be married at Christmas time, but
the happy event was arranged for Saturday when it was learned that Mr.
Gaynor would be unable to obtain a
leave from absence from Washington
later In the year. Mr. and Mrs. GayLA CUEVA
nor left Saturday night for Denver,
where they will visit a short time with
Mrs. Gaynor's mother, who Is there
on a visit with her daughter, Mrs.
Juan Silva, after which they will go
to New York City for a visit with
CHICAGO
ESTATE
REAL
MEN
relatives.
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Jefferson Raynolds, President.
E. D. Raynolds, Vice President.
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President.
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MARY E. LOSEY
DIED LAST NIGHT

I THE BEST THAT
1 CAN. BE MADE

John
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$100,000
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Surplus, and Undivided

r'KOHm-

235,000

Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Accommodation Within the Scof e of Good C3fcis.

RANCH

interest Paid on

Time Deposit

TRACT

Zimmerman, accompanied

by J. R. Farewell, a well known clvix
engineer of Albuquerque, left, this
morning for La Cueva, where '.hey
will make a special survey of
ha
La Cueva Land company tract for the
new owners from Chicago, who will
arrive here next week. Mr. Zimmer

FU1.I.V

$1,050

ErjUIPPFO 4T YOIJH DOOR

man announced this morning that the
deal that had been pending for the
past two weeks for the sale of the
land was finally c'iosed during the
past week and that the buyers would
leave on next Saturday ror this city
and a visit to the La Cueva project.

R. D. Wynn & Co. of Chicago, one
the largest real estate and brokerage firms in Chicago, is taking the
larger part of the Interest in this
project and J. D. Foresrer, a promi
nent and wealthy real estate man of
the same place, is also intedested.
Both members of the Wynn company
and Mr. Forester will make all final
of

arrangements as to the future plans
of the company.
The exact date on
which the Chicago people will take
possession is not known as yet, but
this also will be settled next week
when they visit the land. John L.
Zimmerman has been appointed chtef
engineer for the company. He 'started his duties in that
capacity this
The special survey which
morning.
he, with Mr. Farwell of Albuquerque,
began today, will be subm'tted to the
Chicago brokers as soon as complet-

OVERLAND MOD CI, 59 T

Telephone or call and we will have our
show you

t'hone Main 344,

Whalen,

&

r

Id

Las Vegas. Aotomsblle ft Machine

Fowler Props

'SSJY AH MUTO. D!ZLIV&nr WAGOH
Insures Prompt Dctivcrlea at Minimum Fxptnse

Quick delivery means satisfied customers and more customers whom you can
satisfy. Durable in construction, reliable in opertjen cheaper than horse power

ed.

4!Mat!K,,jl4..i

According to the information that
has been received concerning this
deal, the Chicago men will improve
the land and place good farmers on
it. The project is one of tne best in

the State and no doubt with the backing of these Chicago men it will develop into one of the most valuable
in the southwest.
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The California Limited and train
No. 1 were several hours late yesterday, due to the heavy rains in Kansas Saturday. It has been some time
since the trains were so late as they

t
i

were yesterday.

We

are head- -

I quarters for fresh

Vegetables

and

Fruits in Season

I

I

STRAWBERRIES AND
CHERRIES

EVERY DAY

the seals at

The public Is invited to attend the
dance to be given Wednesday night
in the armory in honor of the members of the New Mexico National
Guard. No admittance will be charged.

tj

THE ROSENTHAL

at the evangelistic meeting at the
Christian tabernacle tomorrow evenMiss Mary K. Losey, a niece of Dr.
ing. Mrs. H. M. Northrup will sing C. S. Losey of tjiiB city, died at 7
a solo also at that time.
o'clock last night;,, at St. Anthony's
sanitarium, where she had been reMr. and Mrs. J. 0. C, Capp or Ocate ceiving treatment.
Miss Losey was
are the parents of a baby glri born a sufferer from tuberculosis. She
yesterday. Mr. Capp is bookkeeper came here seven weeks ago in the
for the Vorenburg Mercantile com- hope of regaining her health, but the
pany. Mrs. Capp is we'll known here, disease had
progressed to such n
having resided in Ias Vegas practic- stage that recoverywas impossible.
ally all her life. She formerly was
Miss Losey was 40 years of age
Miss Mary Cline.
and a resident of Indianapolis, Ind.
She is survived by a brother in that
The First Regiment band has made
and by her father and stepmother,
city
in
the
arangements to give a dance
who were here at the time of her
armory on the evening of Tiaay, death. The
body will be sent tonight
July 25. The band will furnish excel to Indianapolis by the Las Vegas Unis
which
lent music and the orchestra,
Interment will
company.
made up of members of the band, will dertaking
occur in Crown Hill cemetery in that
play a number of pieces on the procity on Friday of this week. In spite
gram. The band gave a similar dance of
her serious Illness Miss Losey made
in the armory two years ago, greatly
friends during her stay here.
many
it.
pleasing, all those who attended
She was a patient sufferer and was
when she learned she could
Word was received in Las Vegas resigned
not recover.
Louis
Marcus,
to
the effect that
today
formerly a resident of Las Vegas and
well known all over the state, diea
at his home in Denver today. Mr.
Marcus had been failing rapidly for
the past few weeks and only last
week underwent an
operation for
stomach trouble. Be was a memoer
of the Las Vegas Woodmen of the r
World and Fraternal Union.. News of
his death was sent to Charles Tamme.

Four sea'is from Santa Barbara,
Cal., passed through here thl3 afternoon on Santa Fe train No. 10 en
route to Chicago, where they will be
placed in a museum in one of the
large parks. The seals were cageO
and upon their arrival here this afternoon took a bath with the assistance of the keepers in charge. A
number of Las Vegans who were at
the depot when the train, arrived

cannct afford to

IS Pay the excessive bills they
M occasion.

10c for Pointing Trowels. '
10c for Screen Door Sets Com-

BAKERY GOODS

THE BREAKFAST

You

10c for White, Enameled Mugs.

BRIDE

In connection with the recent order

;

single customer.
n

$1 55 for (he $2.00 Kind

Church

ket."

concerning the taxing of automobiles,
sued recently by Secretary of State
Antonio Lucero, Mayor Taupert this
morning stated that ample time would
given all owners to pay the license,
but if they did not pay they would be
prosecuted. The police were instructli
if
the
to keep a close watch and
censes are not paid within a time des- nated by the officials, they will be
subject to arrest

: girl:

Best Ball Bearing
n l if li oi
aiaesWaiK
Maies

SON OF MAYOR GAYNOR OF NEW
YORK CLAIMS PITA SENA AS

'

WE DO NOT SELL A CHEAP REFRIGERATOR
We cannot afford to lose

OFFICER

The opera house orchestra has con- BODY WILL BE SENT TO INDIANA
sented to play two pieces and to ac
POLIS FOR BURIAL ON
company the singers ln all their songs
FRIDAY

THE OLD RELIABLE

6 TS

7:58

i'clock this evening.

Waterm elons

VEGAS

JULY 21, 1913.

WEDS ARMY

P. B. hall.

at

MONDAY,

U.iOERI
3

PHONE MAIN 4 and

21

The public is invited to attend the
dance to be given Wednesday night
in the armory In honor of the mem
bers of the New Mexico National
Guard. No admittance will be charged.
One of the coo'iest days that have
been known here in July occurred
The temperature for this
Sunday.
day, according to the volunteer observer at the Normal University, was
maximum 78 degrees; minimum, 51
degrees. According toa local weather observer who has taken the records for several years, Saturday
night was the coldest night for Juy
that has been known for many seasons. , The thermometer has climbed
considerably since Saturday evening
and the report as submitted for yesterday showed that the minimum temperature was. 54 degrees, while the
maximum was 68 degrees.

Investigate its merits and obtain full particulars from

GilAnLZa ILFELD COMPANY, Jlgznts

Furniture of a
birds-ey-

e

house complete, including a very handsome
suit, china cabinet, wardrobe, hat rack and

maple bed room

seat, rugs, chairs, etc.
Owner leaving city, wishes to sell ai'i together If
possible.
CALL OR PHONE

The Investment and Agency Corporation
GEO. A. FLEMING,
Main 40.

Prest. and Mgr.
603

Lincoln Avenue.

